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Abstract
This thesis investigates the obstacles irregular migrants from the
Middle East have met on their journey to travel to the EU in general
and the Netherlands in particular. It further explores how the
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by them. The thesis shows how human traffickers play a vital but
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Executive summary
This thesis aims to provide insight in the journey that irregular migrants from the Middle East make
to enter the EU. To understand migrant flows, the focus has been on the motivations of the migrants.
However, research has pointed out that migrants are not necessarily in control of their final
destination. If migrants have relatively little control on their final destination, the country where they
ultimately apply for asylum may be determined by intervening authorities or other obstacles, rather
than by their own aspirations. If that is the case, it is at least as important to know in how far
migrants are able to reach their final destination as it is to know what their final destination is.
Therefore, this thesis aims to provide insight in the interaction between the migrants’ aspirations and
agency at the one hand and the authorities and their policies at the other hand. It does this by
looking to four different factors that play a role in the process of migration. First, this thesis looks at
to what extend the migrants have a particular country in mind upon departure; how they prepare
their journey and; what their motivations to leave their home country are. Second, it pays attention
to what sources migrants use to make their decisions, when they make decisions and what
motivations play a role in the whole decision making process. Third, it explores how the journey is
influenced by events or circumstances beyond the control of the migrants. Fourth, the thesis pays
attention to how the migrants reflect upon the decision to migrate and whether it has met their
expectations.
A study of scientific literature has been carried out to explore existing knowledge on migration flows;
migrants in the EU; motivations of migrants in the EU; and the effect of EU migration policies. This
study shows that little is known about why migrants’ choose for the Netherlands in particular (as
compared to e.g. the UK). In addition, little is known about preparation and knowledge of migrants
before they leave.
To contribute to the academic understanding of these topics, migrants from Syria, Iran and
Afghanistan were interviewed. The majority lived in the Netherlands but three were stranded in
Greece with no clear sight on being able to travel further. Those interviews were carried through
WhatsApp video calls. Interviews were either carried out in Dutch or English, but without
interference of an interpreter.
For Syrians, the civil war is the main reason to leave Syria. However, the war affects different lives in
different ways. Especially in government controlled areas, some parts of the country are relatively
safe for women, children and older people. Men however, fear the increasingly intrusive manner in
which the government recruits new men for the army. Joining the army is justly considered as
significantly increasing the chance to die and therefore feared. In Iran and Afghanistan conflicts on a
more personal level play an important role. Conversion but also working as a policeman and thus
having trouble with the Taliban are examples of such personal circumstances. The Netherlands is
seen as an attractive country because of the lack of discrimination. At least an important part of this
perception of ‘no discrimination’ is the ease of communicating in English. Especially for higher
educated migrants this is an advantage the first years after their arrival, they can operate more
independently than in e.g. Germany. Scandinavian countries were also mentioned as countries that
do not discriminate, but were considered too difficult to reach or having bad climates. Quick and
easy family reunion was also mentioned as an advantage of the Netherlands over other countries.
Migrants based their preferences almost exclusively on information they received from friends and
relatives that often, but not necessarily, had made the journey before them. Consultation of the web
on various countries statistics was only mentioned by one migrant. This might be an important
consideration in understanding migration flows. Although the use of official information was thus
limited, the knowledge of migration policies in general was quite complete and extensive.
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Migrants have to make use of traffickers, fake documents and dangerous modes of transport to hunt
their aspirations. Especially the crossing of the Mediterranean and non-European border crossings
are dangerous. Once in Europe, danger is first replaced by hardships and humiliating situations.
Lengthy walks to cross borders or mass transports in cattle trucks are examples. In Germany the main
risk is getting caught and thus being forced to apply for asylum in Germany. When migrants try to
enter the EU via the air, direct life threatening risks are lower, but the chance of unpleasant
confrontations with the authorities increases. This strategy can result in a very smooth and payable
journey as well as a very pricy and lengthy one. As compared to irregular migration over land, little is
known about this form of irregular migration and this might be interesting for further research. Apart
from these aspects another major obstacle is the financial aspect. Among the informants the costs of
the journey vary widely, but the average was almost 14,000 dollar. Several informants had to borrow
money from their family before they were able to start their journey, or had to split themselves to
continue the journey. Others mention that family is unable to leave the country because of a lack of
money. There is no indication that a higher budget or a better preparation smoothens the journey. In
fact, the best prepared informant seemed to have had the least control over his journey and the
informants with the highest budget eventually had to split up because they had ran out of money.
Apart from these mentioned exceptions, most migrants had a hard, but to a certain extent,
predictable journey.
Despite the challenges they still face or have faced, migrants tend not to regret their decision to
migrate. Their prime objective was to reach a safe place and they have succeeded in that. At the
same time they acknowledge that they had underestimated the hardships and/or the costs of the
journey. Those that are stranded in Greece didn’t expect that it a) would be so difficult to travel
further than Greece and; b) that Greece was in such a deep economic crisis. This didn’t result in
regretting the decision to migrate, but did lead to disappointment.
The obstacles thrown up by authorities make the migrants’ journey more dangerous, uncomfortable
and expensive. Statements made by informants indicate that less hardships and especially lower
costs would trigger some migrants that now simply see no opportunity to travel to the EU. At the
same time, migrants are prepared to go at lengths to hunt their dreams and aspirations. Although
not always fully prepared for the circumstances in Europe, disappointment doesn’t lead to regret.
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Glossary and abbreviations
AC
COA
ECHR
EU
In.

IBC
IDP
IOM
NGO
UAM
UN
UNHCR

Asylum Centre
Centraal Orgaan Asielzoekers
European Convention of Human Rights
European Union
Informant(s)/Interview(s). These terms are often interchangeable and
therefore I decided to abbreviate them, for ensuring consistency. Only when
there were to Informants during one Interview. confusion is possible. In
these cases the husband will be Informant ‘A’ and the wife Informant ‘B’.
Illegal Border Crossing
Internally Displaced Person
International Organisation for Migration
Non-Governmental Organisation
Unaccompanied Minor
United Nations
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

Asylum seeker

a person who, from fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, social
group, or political opinion, has crossed an international frontier into a
country in which he or she hopes to be granted refugee status.

Irregular Migrant

An irregular migrant is someone who doesn’t have official permission to
enter a country and thus enters it and travels through it illegally. However,
their presence is usually tolerated and usually terms as ‘irregular migrants’ or
‘undocumented migrants’ are preferred, as it is argued that just ‘ being’ can’t
be illegal.

Trafficker

Someone that serves irregular migrants with illegal activities. These illegal
activities can be facilitating a physical border crossing; the crossing of the
Meditteranean; transport within a country itself; fixing fake papers. In
addition, their services include advice on routes and destination countries
and facilitate services such as guarantee. I have chosen for trafficker because
smuggling is explicitly defined as importing and exporting goods. Another
alternative could be ‘agent’ but this term is both too vague and too neutral.
E.g. in the meaning ‘agent of change’ agent is almost as broad as ‘actor’.
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1. Problem statement
1.1 Introduction

Recently, Europe saw an increasing stream of migrants entering its borders. Frontex reported
283,175 illegal border crossings to Europe in 2014, more than twice the amount of 2012 and 2013.
However, 2015 broke all records when 1,822,260 illegal border crossings were recorded (Frontex,
2016). An overwhelming portion of these border crossings were naval. The peak of the migrant crisis
was recorded in October 2015, when almost 250,000 migrants crossed the Mediterranean. More
than 200,000 crossed the see from Turkey to Greece. And only a small proportion arrived through
Italy, Malta or other Islands. After this peak, numbers dropped very fast to approximately 35,000 in
March 2016. During this month, the ‘Migrant deal’ between Turkey and the European Union came
into power. The number of arrived migrants dropped even further in April 2016, to approximately
15,000. In May numbers rose to 25,000 with a remarkable increase in migrants arriving in Italy. This
increase seems to be the consequence of the migrant deal. Since migrants are no longer able to
travel from Turkey to Greece. Although it’s clear that the number of migrants entering the EU in
Greece has decreased as a consequence of the migrant deal, it is difficult to say something about the
impact on the total number of migrants. At the one hand, the numbers have remained low over the
period of May-September; at the other hand, even before the ‘migrant deal’ there was trend of
steady decline (UNHCR, 2016a). However, it’s an interesting example of the complex interaction
between structural factors and individual agency of migrants. The exerted agency however, has a sad
consequence, as the Italy-Libya route (or Central Mediterranean route) is far more dangerous than
other routes, as 1 out of 47 is dying at Sea on this route, compared to the already shocking one out of
88 Mediterranean average (UNHCR, 2016b). This again is deterioration, compared to 2015 when one
of 269 died (ibid.). UNHCR points to several causes of these increasingly sad statistics. First, the
mainstreaming of the Central Mediterranean route; second, changing business models of traffickers
might contribute as well. As they seem to use mass embarkations to reduce detection risks.
However, this makes it also more difficult to rescue drowning migrants (ibid.). Regardless the causes,
it is clear that irregular migrants are constantly negotiating with a changing reality to hunt their
dreams, hopes and aspirations. Even when the deadly Mediterranean is crossed, fences and
tightening border controls try to stop them from reaching their final destination. Considering these
circumstances, the question rises to what extend migrants exert control over their final destination?
How do these dynamics interact with their aspirations and to what extend to these aspirations
change during their journey? How does new information, people or resources lead to new choices?
This thesis aims to shed light on these topics.
1.2 Target group

This research focuses on all non-European irregular migrants in the Netherlands, because nonEuropean migrants face a more difficult journey that includes crossing the Mediterranean. This
demands a lot of the migrants’ agency in its own right. Although migration behaviour of for example
Albanians is interesting as well, this flow differs in many aspects from groups from the Middle East
and their journey is less dangerous, cheaper and easier. Travelling within the EU or Europe is
relatively easy and quick, even for non-European migrants, as Eritreans noted that they could travel
from Milan to Oslo in less than two days (Brekke and Brochmann, 2014, p.156).
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1.3 Research objectives and research questions

Irregular migration is a well-researched subject, partly fuelled by the political interests of states to
understand large migrant flows and their desire to control them. However, despite the popularity of
the subject, there are still many research gaps, mainly caused by the clandestine nature of irregular
migration. A good starting point to explore this research field is the various literature studies such as
Cassarino, (2004) and Kuschminder et al., (2015); The latter provide a valuable piece of work with an
extensive oversight of research to irregular migration (in Europe). The study compares 116 scientific
sources with each other and divides them into six groups. Each group is a factor that is believed to
influence destination choices of migrants: Economic factors, agents, social networks and access to
information, transit countries and migration policies. Apart from this, it is a valuable source because
it’s quite recent, which is especially important in this field because of the strong increase in irregular
migration recently. Furthermore, it explicitly aims to identify research gaps. Which, despite the
considerable amount of research being carried out, are still present. Kuschminder et al. (2015, pp.
66, 67), state for example that more research is needed to how migration policy influences the
different phases of the migratory routes. (Robinsion & Segrott (2002), state that migrants on their
way to Europe decide at four different moments what their destination will be: firstly, when they
leave their country of origin (Iraq, Eritrea); secondly, when they travel to the European Union (EU)
(Turkey, Libya); thirdly, at the borders of the EU and: fourthly, in transit in the EU (Greece, Italy,
Mediterranean Island). ‘To better understand when, where and how these decisions are taken, more
research is needed.’ (Kuschminder et al., 2015, p. 67). Kuschminder et al. (2015, p. 69) also state that
there is little evidence to why migrants choose for the Netherlands as their final destination: ‘this is
an important field for further research and a clear gap in existing research.’ Kuschminder & Siegel
(2016, p. 12) filled this gap partly with research among Afghan migrants in the Netherlands.
Interestingly, 40 percent of their sample didn’t intend to travel to the Netherlands, but came more or
less by accident. Further research gaps identified are a lack of big quantitative studies for example in
border checks or asylum dossiers; comparisons between countries of origin, transit countries and
destination countries, in order to better understand migration routes. About some routes, such as
those from Syria and Iraq to Europe is less known than for example those from Afghanistan and
Somalia (Kuschminder et al., 2015, pp. 76, 77). This is however partly contradicted by what
Cummings says: “The evidence on detailed migration routes, especially across North-Africa and form
Eritrea and Somalia, is limited. Little appears to be known about how long migrants are in countries
and how they travel.” (2015, p.7). The actually following of migratory routes by researchers is done
to a limited extend (Kuschminder et al., 2015, p. 77), an example of such a study is Schapendonk
(2012). He focuses on routes from West Africa and maintained contact with migrants for over a year,
leading to interesting insights on the dynamics of irregular migration. In addition, little is known
about the experiences of specific groups such as women, children and other vulnerable migrants;
how migrants change from the regular to the irregular circuit; migrants of whom the asylum
application is rejected (in the Netherlands); the role of transit countries (Kuschminder et al., 2015).
The role of network flows in the current crisis, is also underexposed: how do they inform the initial
decision to migrate? What role do they play during the journey and in transit locations? How do
communication tools and social media shape these networks? How do individual characteristics,
especially gender, relate to these networks? (Cummings, 2015, p. 7). Little is known about the role
that religion and social class play during the migration. Cummings also states that there is little
known about the role of smuggling networks in decision-making, but several sources write about this
(among others: Robinson & Segrott, 2002; McAuliffe, 2013; Dimitriadi, 2015; Kurschminder et al.
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2015; Schapendonk, 2012). None of them, however, explicitly focuses on the role of traffickers. They
all seem to ‘stumble upon’ the subject when they do their research.
Having these major research gaps identified, the main objectives for this thesis can be identified as
well. This thesis doesn’t aim to address all gaps as outlined above, but focuses on the decision
making process of migrants, taking the Netherlands as a case.
First, there is a lot known about motivations of migrants to migrate. However, especially for refugees
or those that come from hazardous areas/countries, little is known about how prepared they leave.
This thesis seeks to give insight to the knowledge level of migrants on asylum policies, border
controls, travel risks etc. etc. when they leave. This thesis aims to provide insight in this topic by
asking the informants to look back on this aspect of their journey after they have arrived. Did they
have a plan for how to travel? Did they cut their journey in to certain sub journeys? Did they find it
important to have certain knowledge on geography and travel routes themselves, or did they plan to
totally rely on someone else from getting them from A to B? Did they have an expected arrival date
in mind and did they take seasonal differences into account when planning their trip?
Second, depending on the level of preparedness, migrants may or may not have had a certain
destination in mind. However, with a lack of resources and doing something illegitimate, even the
best prepared migrant, may not be in control of his final destination (may be the only result of being
well prepared is that the migrant knows the chance is small he will reach the country he is aiming
for). Therefore, this thesis also aims to identify the role of external and especially unexpected events.
The decision making process is as dynamic as the journey itself, for that reason, this thesis takes time
and space into account: when and how are decisions made along the journey. Robinson & Segrott
(2002) already identified four important crossroads where migrants usually make decisions on the
course of their journey: when they leave their home country; on their way to the EU; at the borders
of the EU; and within the EU. Which events shaped the migrants further journey? What were decisive
turning points (either positively or negatively)?
Third, taking both preparation and unexpected events into account, how does the migrant reflect
upon the whole process? Could better preparation have brought him/her closer to the intended
destination country or have better prepared him/her on the circumstances in the Netherlands?
Although it is rather hypothetic to point to any outcomes such reflections may bring, by emphasizing
on reflection, I try to make the participants co-researchers. Would he have done things differently if
he started today and what would it have changed?
These questions may lead to a dual understanding: At the one hand they may point out that the level
of control a migrant has on his destination and course of the journey is as important in
understanding migration flows/outcomes as the actual motivations behind the migration. After all, if
motivations would point out Sweden to be the most popular destination, but migrants are not able
to reach this country, than those motivations make little difference in the actual number of asylum
applications for Sweden. Understanding whether or to what extent, preparations and unexpected
events indeed alter the outcomes of a migration moves, is the main purpose of this thesis. Secondly,
this research may provide also useful insights for migrants to be. What should they expect and how
can they adjust their aspirations to reality? How can they prepare themselves better for a long and
difficult journey?
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Following these objectives, the main question of this research can be identified.
Main question: To what extend are migrants in control of their final destination and how do
preparation and sudden events play a role in this?
Sub-question 1: How do migrants prepare their journey, and to what extend did migrants have a
specific country in mind upon departure?
Sub-question 2: What sources do migrants base their decisions on, before and during their journey to
their destination county?
Sub-question 3: How was the course of their journey influenced by sudden events, beyond their
control and how do they adapt?
Sub-question 4: How do migrants reflect upon the process of migration?
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2. Theoretical framework
2.1 Types of migration

There are various types of migration. Categorizations can be based on motives of the migrants, in
that context a distinction is made between political and economic migrants, associated with forced
and voluntary migration respectively. An asylum seeker has to prove that (s)he is a ‘refugee’ to get
his/her application approved. A migrant needs to prove why (s)he has a justified fear of being
persecuted. Criteria are their race or social group, their religion, nationality or political convictions
(Rijksoverheid, 2016). If (s)he is able to do so, (s)he gets asylum and the right and duties attached to
that.
However, recently the distinction between political and economic migrants is marked as simplifying
the complex and dynamic reality on the ground. Van Hear et al, (2009), argue that this distinction is
far from clear-cut: “Motivations may be mixed at the point of making the decision to move, when
there are often combinations of choice and compulsion in play; people may travel with others in
mixed migratory flows; motivations may change en route; and people may find themselves in mixed
communities during their journeys or at their destination.” (Van Hear et al., 2009, p.1).
Migration can also be categorized on basis of the nature of the migration move. In that context,
keywords such as ‘return migration’, ‘temporary migration’ and ‘circular migration’ come up. These
concepts are worth a theoretical review in their own right, but that goes beyond the scope of this
thesis. Important to know is that ‘return migration’ and ‘temporary migration’ implied that the
migration stopped after the return. However, this perception is more static than reality. Circular
migration is a more dynamic concept, which indicates an ongoing process (Newland, 2009, p.6).
Migrants may migrate over and over again, moving back and forth between their country of origin
and their country of migration. (Newland, 2009).
Even more relevant for this thesis is the difference between regular and irregular migrants. Different
countries use different terms for the same thing. In the United States, the term ‘illegal migrants’ is
preferred. Other terms are unauthorized or undocumented migrants. The Netherlands defines illegal
migration as: “The presence of foreign nationals who are not in possession of a valid residence
permit and are therefore obliged to leave the country and are defined as ‘unlawful stay illegals’.”
(Morehouse & Blomfield, 2011, p. 5). The defining characteristic of irregular migration is thus the
presence of papers and not ‘illegal border crossing’. This implies that migrants are able to ask asylum
after crossing the border illegally, an important difference with many other countries. This thesis
focuses on irregular migrants, which travel over land. The term ‘irregular migrants’ is therefore used
without including migrants that came by plane, but didn’t have documents.
2.2 Capabilities and aspirations

De Haas (2010) proposes to incorporate notion of agency and structure in migration theory by
conceptualising migration as a function of (1) capabilities and (2) aspirations to migrate. Capabilities
are in this context defined as ‘social, human and material capital individuals are able to mobilise in
order to migrate.’ De Haas starts from Amartya Sen’s definition of development: “The process of
expanding the substantive freedoms that people enjoy.” (Dreze & Sen, 1999). They use the concept
of human capability, which refers to the ability of human beings to lead lives they, have reason to
value and to enhance the substantive choices they have. Therefore De Haas assumes that
development generally coincides with increasing capabilities to migrate.
De Haas introduces aspirations as a reaction to the omission he identified regarding this in academic
literature (De Haas, 2010), which focuses too much on external factors such as income and
employment differential. The underlying assumption to this is that different people will react
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similarly to similar external stimuli. These models pay limited attention to the agency of people.
However, improved education and access to information increase people’s awareness of
opportunities elsewhere and, increase their own aspirations. De Haas identifies two factors that add
up to increasing aspirations. First, there is the effect of development on increasing live aspirations
and; second, there are the effects of globalization: (among others) increasing access to information
that gives a sense of inter-spatial relative deprivation.
The core of his theory is that when a country develops, aspirations grow faster than local
opportunities can offer. At the same time their capabilities increase as well. The combination of
these factors makes that people are more likely to migrate in the initial phase of development.1
When a country further develops, the aspirations decrease and migration decreases. De Haas
introduces these concepts because ‘local opportunities are shaped by the interplay of a broad range
of economic, demographic, political and social factors. This shows the intrinsic difficulty involved in
isolating specific causes of migration and the artificial nature of conventional distinctions between
migration categories.’ (De Haas, 2010, p. 18). As an alternative, De Haas proposes to see migration as
a response to spatial opportunity. In which all migrants deal with constraints, but to highly varying
degrees. Especially ‘forced’ migrants use their agency to flee from the appalling circumstances they
face.
De Haas uses this model to argue that development initially will lead to an increase of migration,
rather than a decrease as argued by push-pull models. Push-pull models saw wage differences as an
important indicator for explaining migration between countries, the bigger the difference, the larger
the migrant flow should be. De Haas argues that this is not the case, economic growth and hence, a
decreasing gap in wages, will lead to increasing migration as a result of growing aspirations and
capabilities. His model is able to analyse virtually all forms of migration and therefore widely used in
migration studies by now.
2.3 Motivations of migrants

When looking to the motivations of migrants to leave their home country and travel to another one,
the motivations should be divided into aspirations with which they leave and the reasons for which
they want to leave their home country. This might seem as two sides of the same coin: one is
unsatisfied with the level of education, so (s)he travels to a country where (s)he thinks education is
better. However, this breakdown clarifies why one destination country is preferred above the other.
So first we will look at reasons for an individual to leave his/her home country and second we will
look at reasons to choose for a particular destination country.
2.3.1 Motivations to migrate

The reasons to migrate are widely known on a macro level. Employment/education opportunities
and security reasons are the main factors playing a role. Security can play at the macro/meso level as
well as on the personal level. People may migrate because of the political situation, but also because
they have a conflict with their family, friends or tribe. Although these reasons are fairly clear, they do
not explain why some people migrate and others don’t. To answer that question, one has to research
how an individual’s biography affects his/her decision to migrate (Roberson & Segrott, 2002, p.7).
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The initial phase is described as a phase in which there is a growing middle class with growing aspirations.
Their country is not able to live up to their aspirations, these aspirations often have to do with the absence of
for example the freedom of speech or general limitations on freedoms, believed to be present elsewhere.
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2.3.2 Motivations to choose for a particular country

From the literature five main reasons that migrants bring up when explaining their choice for a
particular country can be derived. Kuschminder et al. (2015) list six factors that are believed to
influence migrant’s choices and that are taken over in this thesis at the beginning of chapter 2.
However, in their list, e.g. transit countries are included as a factor that influences the final
destination. When a migrant happens to find a nice job in for example Istanbul, this likely influences
his further decisions. Although this thesis agrees with that statement, a distinction is made between
factors that play a role in the pre-departure phase and factors that play a role during the journey.
The following five reasons are based upon the list of Kuschminder et al. (2015) and reasons
mentioned by other sources. Sometimes reasons that are mentioned separately in different sources
are taken together (for example: ‘colonial ties’ and ‘family in the destination country’ are grouped
under ‘the ties between the country of origin and the country of destination’.) This leads to the
following reasons:
1) The ties between the country of origin and the country of destination; 2) The perception of a
countries’ economy; 3) Asylum policies in the country of destination; 4) Perceived level of democracy
5) Security situation in a country.
1) The ties between the country of origin and the country of destination
These ties play a role on the macro as well as on the personal level and can have both a negative and
a positive relation with migration decisions. On the macro level, colonial ties can be decisive to
choose for a particular country. Migrants speak the language and feel some bond with the country
(Robinson & Segrott, 2002, p. 30). However, they also identified relations on the macro level as a
reason to pass by a certain country. This is especially true for political refugees, good relations
between the government of origin and a host country might imply that the host country is willing to
return refugees when the government in the country of origin demands to do so (ibid, p. 4).
More important however, are the ties between countries on a personal level. The presence of family
in a particular country was identified as the most important reason to travel to such a country
(Böcker and Havinga, 1998; Bijleveld & Taselaar, 2000; and Thielemann, 2003). Those ties do not
necessarily need to be very strong, the Afghan migrants Interviewed by Kuschminder & Siegel (2016)
that had a network in the Netherlands didn’t have any contact with them before they arrived (with
one exception). They were told to contact them upon arrival. However, ties on the personal or at
least micro level, can also be a reason to not go to a country. When there are tensions between
certain groups in the country of origin, these can continue to play a role in diaspora’s (Robinson &
Segrott, 2002).
2) Perception of economy
The economy of a country is noted as a reason for migrants by (Böcker and Havinga, 1998); (Bijleveld
& Taselaar, 2000). However, ‘economy’ is a rather broad term and several sub factors that often
coincide with a good economy are included here as well. Employment and education opportunities
are an important consideration for migrants (Dimitriadie, 2015); (Kurschminder et al. 2015);
(McAuliffe, 2013); (Robinson & Segrott, 2002) (Thielemann, 2003). However, Robinson & Segrott
(2002), found that among their participants in the UK, education had a stronger influence on
preferences. Housing and welfare benefits are factors mentioned by McAullife, (2013) and Robinson
& Segrott, (2002). However in contrary ways, the former saying that housing opportunities do play a
role while the latter are denying this. They add that they found little evidence that migrants believed
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housing opportunities to be better in the UK than in other countries. Some of the participants even
expected to be detained upon arrival, but were willing to take these consequences. McAuliffe also
identified health services as a motivation to come to, in this case, Australia (2013).
3) Asylum policies
Bijleveld & Taselaar (2000) note that technical aspects of the asylum procedure are not that
important but that high chance of success and good housing do play a role. McAuliffe ranked several
reasons that migrants gave for leaving to Australia. They stated that: Australia was accepting
refugees (65 percent) as opposed to other countries (this was also confirmed by Robinson and
Segrott, 2002, p.46). Furthermore, they thought that Australia did not return refugees (46 percent)
and that their family could follow them to Australia (24 percent). These reason al have to do with the
perceived asylum policies. However, in the case of Europe, some general notion as ‘The UK doesn’t
return asylum seekers’ are more common than in depth knowledge about asylum procedures.
Robinson & Segrott noted that ‘some of the participants didn’t even know about an asylum
procedure’ (2002, p. 43). Aspects of asylum policy that were considered to be important, apart from
the chance of being accepted, were the possibility of family reunification and the capacity and/or
determination of the host country to return migrants. Overall, however, an image arises that asylum
policies are considered to be important, but that knowledge about it is limited.
4) Perceived level of democracy
Thielemann (2003), mentions the ‘liberalness’ as a structural factor that influences destination
choices of migrants. Bijleveld and Taselaar (2000) and Robinson & Segrott (2002) mention the fact
that migrants perceived the Netherlands and the UK respectively as a ‘tolerant democracy’ as a
reason to choose these countries as a destination.
5) Security situation in a country
Mc Aulliffe notes that protection was the most important factor to choose for a particular country
(2013). Hagen-Zanker notes that a ‘welcoming attitude’ was very important for the migrants, which
should include safety and respect for human rights (2016).
Although it’s important to know these aspirations of migrants, they are certainly not the sole or
perhaps even main factor when it comes to explaining their final destination. First, the knowledge is
often too limited to make an informed choice: in other words, if a migrant aims for the country
where his/her chance of being accepted is highest, (s)he might well travel to a country where his/her
chance of being accepted is rather low, simply because his/her knowledge is incomplete or even
wrong. This highlights the importance of perception as opposed to the real situation. Second, the
perception of migrants about a certain country is not static, but continually subjective to change as
the migrants travel. Third, the migrants have limited control over their final destination and hence
their country of preference often differs from the country they end up applying for asylum. This
paragraph will look into how these three factors play a role in explaining how a where a migrants
journey end.
2.4 Factors influencing the destination
2.4.1 Limited knowledge

The knowledge of asylum seekers on asylum policies can be categorized in three levels. First, there
are respondents that know about asylum policies and that the whole of Europe applies these.
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Second, there are asylum seekers that know some policies and attitudes that are unique to a
particular country [in this case the UK]. Third, there were asylum seekers which had sufficient
knowledge to make comparisons between different countries. The level of this knowledge depended
largely on the acuteness of departure (Robinson & Segrott, 2002, p.44). Unfortunately, little is known
about how well each level is represented. Among refugees in Greece, Dimitriadie states ‘although the
possibility of Asylum was an important factor in decision making, knowledge about it was vaguely at
best. People knew where an asylum package was an option and those countries were more popular
(2015, p. 16). In their literature review, Kuschminder et al. (2014) state that the evidence is
conflicting. Citing Kuschminder & Siegel (2016) as a source that found that Afghan migrants in the
Netherlands had a strong preference for Sweden, while Gilbert & Koser (2006); found that asylum
seekers in the UK had hardly any foreknowledge about the UK before they arrived. In general,
refugees seem to flee to Europe and not to a particular country. Robinson & Segrott also discovered
that many Iranians travelled to Istanbul and wanted to travel to the USA, only to discover that they
couldn’t afford the trip to that continent (2002, p.24).
Sources of information
For migrants to Australia, their most important sources were friends and relatives in their own
country (23 percent), agents (15 percent), official government information (12 percent) and relatives
in Australia (7 percent) (McAuliffe, 2013, p.4). Robinson & Segrott found a similar list, but added
newspapers instead of official government information (2002).
When looking to ‘limited knowledge’ it is important to stress the relevance of agents. Dimitriadie
(2015), Kuschminder et al. (2015), McAuliffe (2013), Robinson & Segrott (2002) all state that at least
the majority, but often 99 percent of their respondents made use of agents/traffickers. Apart from
organizing the journey, agents function also as a source of information and hence, decision making.
From their literature research, Kuschminder et al. (2015, p.61) conclude that agents influence the
destination in three ways. First, through the destinations they offer and the price they demand;
second, through the advice they give; and third, by not keeping up to the agreements made.
Sometimes agents actually impose the route, while in other cases the migrant or an older relative
‘orders’ the destination, also depending on the resources the migrant has available. Migrants state
that the information of traffickers is important in their decision-making, although they do not trust
them. Traffickers trick them, or migrants do not reach their final destination (Dimitriadie, 2015, p.
13). To what extend the migrant depends on the trafficker differs, striking is the dependence from
Unaccompanied Minors (UAMs) on their traffickers. 38 percent of the Afghan migrants Interviewed
by Kuschminder & Siegel (2016), stated that they weren’t involved in the decision making. Some of
the migrants even declared that they did not know who had made the decision: the trafficker or their
parents.
Friends and relatives form another source of information for migrants. However, the information
they got was sometimes disappointing, mostly about safety, chance of acceptance and support for
refugees (Robinson & Segrott, 2002, p.42). Khosravi states that the information of migrants on
asylum policies is largely based on rumours (2007). Dimitriadie confirms this with a ‘typical’ example.
One of his Interviewee’s from Afghanistan migrated and based his decisions on a friend of his who
migrated 5 years before him. The fact that things may have changed since then, didn’t seem to cross
his mind or at least influence his decisions (2014, p. 15). An interesting dimension is the fact that
there are various reasons for migrants to ‘sugar coat’ the truth for fellow migrants or relatives. A
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disappointed migrant stated: “If my cousin asks me, I cannot tell him not to come here. There is no
alternative. He cannot stay in Eritrea and nowhere along the route. So what can I tell him? So they
arrive and end up here, like us.” (Brekke & Brochmann, 2014, p.155).
A last source of information might be the governments in possible destination countries, however,
Hagen-Zanker states on this that people make decisions on the basis of trusted information. When
there is no initial bond with the source of information, this information is distrusted and thus unlikely
to drastically alter migrants’ behaviour (2016, p. 39).
It can be concluded that knowledge on possible destination countries in general is limited. Often,
information on this topic comes indirectly. 83 percent of McAuliffe’s respondents state that they
found the journey more, or much more difficult than expected. Knowledge related to employment
opportunities was low (Robinson & Segrott, 2002, p.57) as well as changes in border control such as
erected fences (Dimitriadie, 2015). And some migrants stated that they would never have left their
country if they had known what they know now (Schapendonk, 2012).
2.4.2 Dynamic knowledge

The previous paragraph focused on limited knowledge before departure, this paragraph focuses on
dynamic knowledge during the journey.
There is a wide agreement within the literature that migrants do not have a specific country in their
mind when they depart, or even when this is the case, this often changes en route. (Barsky, 2000;
Collyer, 2007; Düvell, 2014; Grillo, 2007; Hagen-Zanker, 2016; Hamood, 2006; PapadopoulouKoudrkoula, 2008; Grillo, 2007). It seems to be a step by step process in which the immediate
concern is the next step and not what follows it (Dimitriadie, 2015).
When the decision is not made in the country of origin, it follows that transit countries influence the
final destination, and they do so in three ways: first, bad circumstances in transit countries
encourage to travel further; second, a temporarily stay can become a definite stay; and third, new
information changes the choice of destination (Kuschminder et al., 2014). In transit, migrants meet
migrants that applied for asylum but were returned and come back with negative information
(Brekke & Brochmann, 2014). Or they hear of alternative routes, which bring them to other
countries. A transit country may also become a destination country. For migrants from the Middle
East, Turkey (or Istanbul) was an important hub. Migrants decided on the migration route, thought
about the final destination, look for work and make travel arrangements (Dimitriadie, 2014).
However, the process may start again after arrival in Greece.
That the decision making is a dynamic process follows almost naturally from the way migrants travel.
The dynamics of these journeys are best displayed in ethnographic studies and stories of individual
migrants. When your travel strategy is ‘to make a lot of noise when the truck driver stops, so that the
driver will hear you and opens the door and run away’ (UAM in Kuschminder & Siegel, 2016), the
journey may go different than expected. Another striking example comes from Schapendonk, he
followed migrants for over a year and provides two quotes of one who did plan to go for Europe but
now intended to stay in Morocco and another who didn’t even think of going to Europe at first but
changed his mind upon arrival in Nigeria. When he interviewed them a year later, it was the opposite
again. The first one travelled on to Europe whereas the second went back to Cameroon, his country
of origin. Even though he went back to Cameroon he didn’t give up going to Europe one day (2012, p.
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33). Dimitriadie (2014) quotes an Afghan migrant that met an Afghan from Italy, who offered him a
ride to France, totally changing the course of his journey. However, they were stopped by the police
on the Swiss-French border and he was detained, although released the next day (Kuschminder &
Siegel, 2016). A last interesting example comes from Schapendonk (2012, p. 39), he Interviewed a
migrant that actually destroyed his asylum papers after being admitted and lives as an irregular
migrant in Marseille. These are just a few examples that aim to draw a picture of the dynamics of
irregular migration; events like these, keep on changing capabilities, aspirations, destinations and
individual migration routes.
2.4.3 Limited control

The fact that migrants do undertake such a difficult journey in itself, shows the agency they exert.
However, they are bound by many structural limitations they face. The worst limitation for a migrant
is immobility. Schapendonk (2012) identified three categories of immobile statuses among migrants:
First, the stranded migrants feel that the EU borders block their way to the North. Second, stuck
migrants experience a kind of immobility in all directions, including to their country of origin. Third,
Settled migrants are happy in a supposed transit country and do not have a strong ambition to travel
either further or back.
Authorities often interfere in the migrants’ aspirations; this can be either indirectly through policies
or directly through physical interference. Kuschminder & Siegel found that as much as 40 percent of
their Interviewee’s, didn’t plan to travel to the Netherlands, but were caught by the police or
dropped by traffickers that didn’t live up to the agreements made. The majority of these
Interviewee’s were in fact travelling to Sweden (2016, p.39). Brekke & Brochmann show the
interaction between structural limitations and agency of the migrants. Eritrean migrants that applied
for asylum in Italy, were in fact reluctant to stay there, at the other hand they were afraid to get
caught while travelling to other countries, meaning that their asylum process in Italy should be
reinitiated or that they were detained. Even migrants that lived for years in another country could
still be sent back to Italy after getting caught (as agreed in the Dublin convention among EU
members). Despite these limitations many of them still travelled through Europe, stating they could
get from Milan to Oslo in two days. Many migrants travelled back and forth every now and then,
since no legal sanctions followed usually (2014, p. 156). In general, the major hindrance is usually a
lack of funding. Irregular travel is quite expensive with unexpected costs and loss of money when
migrants are tricked by agents (Dimitriadie, 2014, p. 27).
Summary
Despite the fact that irregular migrants do have preferences and a vague destination in mind, their
limited knowledge, the dynamics of the journey and their limited control seem to exert more
influence on their final destination. The final destination may change because new information
changes their preferences or new information points out a better route. The final destination may
change because of direct interference of authorities. The final destination may change because of a
lack of funding. Migrants face numerous constraints, setbacks and limitations, yet this doesn’t stop
them from undertaking the journey, exploring new opportunities and reaching for a safer, better live.
This results in an interesting interplay between their capabilities, aspirations and structural
limitations as set out by De Haas (2010).
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3. Methodology
3.1 Approach

In order to answer the main and sub-questions as lined out above, I will make use of mixed methods.
The main data source will come from Interviews with migrants. However, informal contacts are seen
as a vital part of the fieldwork, small-talk is important to establish my identity as a ‘normal’ and
‘decent’ person (Hammersley & Aktinson, 1995, p. 89). In the meantime this socializing “the neutral
topics that are discussed are not actually divorced from the researcher’s interests at hand, since they
can throw additional and unforeseen light on interviews, and yield fresh sources of data.” (ibid., p.60)
is expected to contribute to the data collection process in general, but also to the quality of the
Interviews. Hence, these informal contacts may provide unexpected insights that cannot always be
discovered through structured or semi-structured Interviews. Thus, the data collection will be a mix
of informal relations, informal conversations and more formal, semi-structured Interviews. The aim is
to conduct one or more Interviews with 15-20 irregular migrants.
3.1.1 Interviews

As described in paragraph 3.2, some of my interviews will probably be conducted with persons I
personally know. These Interviews require a different approach than interviews with strangers. In
conducting interviews a relationship of trust should build in a similar way as with participatory
observation. Especially the first few minutes are significant in establishing the further course of it. I
should explain the informant that (s)he has the right to not respond, that the interview is confidential
and whether (s)he allows it to be recorded. The informant is likely to closely watch my reaction on
his/her answers, whether they are appropriate, whether I judge him/her or not. I should be aware of
my attitude and try to make him/her feel comfortable. The aim is to establish a conversation
(Hammersley & Aktinson, 1995, pp. 142,143). When conducting an interview, tape-recording
everything is preferred, as only making notes will inevitably lead to loss of detailed information (ibid.,
p.186)
3.2 Access

Gaining access the target group is a vital part of my research. After finding possible Interviews,
gaining trust is the first and most important step in order to get access. Irregular migrants are aware
of the clandestine nature of the way they travel and pass borders, and thus feel certain aloofness to
talk about their experiences. Apart from being punished they also might fear that the information
they share, might be used by governments that use the information for making it more difficult for
other migrants to travel to Europe (Kuschminder et al., 2014, p. 57). More important, migrants may
be traumatized and feel uprooted in a new country and environment, not knowing whom to trust
and whom to distrust. The fact that they are ‘not accepted’ in a country, do not know the language,
and have limited freedom, makes them very vulnerable. As a researcher, it’s of vital importance to
take these considerations into account, for the quality of the research, as well as for the well-being of
the migrants. Because of their vulnerability, migrants are a protected group making it sometimes
difficult to get permission from authorities to interview them, or to do research in general. In that
sense, gaining the trust of their guardians might be as important as gaining the trust of the migrants
to get access. It’s important to distinguish between cognitive trust and emotional trust. Cognitive
trust may be a written and signed agreement whereas emotional trust is based on personal
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relationships and an emotional bond. The first one is more prevalent in low context cultures,
whereas the latter is typical for a high context culture (Norman, 2009).2
Hammersley & Aktinson (1995, pp. 88,89) note that it may be very rewarding to make yourself useful
for the group your researching. By doing this you come to know more about them and trust is built
easily. However, it’s important to guard that these duties won’t slow or deter the research process.
At the moment, I am involved in the establishment of an intercultural church in my home town, Ede.
Some of the most active members are Syrians and Iraqi people that recently came to the Netherlands
(one Iraqi from Mosul is in the Netherland for three years now and that’s the longest time) all those
migrants speak reasonably Dutch. Being part of the same congregation, is a natural way to start
knowing each other and to gain trust. They are irregular migrants themselves and may function as
gatekeepers to a larger community of migrants in the Netherlands from the Middle East, the fact that
they speak Dutch and Arabic makes them a valuable entry point to other migrants. However,
gatekeepers always channel the researcher into existing networks of friendship and enmity, on
purpose or unconsciously. As a researcher, I should be aware of this impact and act upon it when
necessary. When mentioned entry points do not provide enough Interviews, the back-up plan is to
invest time in travelling to Utrecht and check on popular hang outs for migrants, to extend the fishing
pool.
3.3 Ethics

When in the field a researcher should realize that (s)he is ‘being watched’ by the community (s)he is
active in. Therefore, (s)he should generally be polite, respectful, punctual, patient, humble,
appropriately dressed and non-judgemental, among other things (Brown, 2009). A researcher has to
balance between staying neutral and interacting with participants and other people. Although Brown
avoids clear advices, he states that the best thing a researcher can do is to think ahead of situations
that may arise, by doing this, the researcher is able to better anticipate in difficult situations (Brown,
2009). To apply it to this research when one participant invites me for coffee or something else, I
have to have thought about this possibility before: May it affect my neutrality? Is it possible that
other participants dislike my move? Will the participant be offended if I reject his/her invitation?
Does this invitation provide opportunities for gaining more and better data? Etc. etc. Thinking these
things through on fore hand, improves the capacity to deal with unexpected events. An important
factor in making such decisions is formed by ethical concerns. This paragraph provides some ethical
principles that are important in doing fieldwork.
The first principle is ‘do no harm’. This means that the researcher does everything in his/her power
to prevent negative consequences for participants from happening. In some contexts, cooperation
with a research itself may be a dangerous undertaking. However, this happens mostly in countries
where authorities distrust the researcher or where other parties with significant power do so. It’s
unlikely that this plays a role in the given context. It may also happen when the researcher as a
person is disliked and that being associated with him, is seen as problematic by authorities or
individuals. The publication of a research may also be damaging for those involved and to prevent
this from happening, confidentiality is of utmost importance. Migrants may be traumatized, either by
their experiences in their country of origin or during their journey. For traumatized people, silence
2

Iraq is seen as a typical high context culture, whereas the Netherlands is a typical low context culture,
implying that I should take these differences into account.
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about a certain subject, can be a survival and coping strategy. Interviewing them must always be
based on mutual consent and as a researcher you need to know when to stop. The consequences of
your research should not open old wounds (Goodhand, 2000).
The second principle is informed consent. Informed consent means two things, first that the
participant is well informed about the aim of the research, his/her role and consequences of
participation. Second, the participant should explicitly give permission to use the information (s)he
gives. Applied to this research, it means that participants should be informed about the aims and
objectives of the research. I should find the right balance between being transparent and not being
over informative, it might happen that migrants are willing to participate, but not necessarily
interested in the aims and objectives of my research. Full informed consent is therefore impossible
and undesirable to achieve. The focus should be on making sure that the participants indeed
understand the information provided, and know to what they agree when participating in an In..
The third principle is the principle of confidentiality, it’s the researchers’ responsibility to protect the
research participants. First, this means that participants do not appear with their names in the
research or in other words remain anonymous. Second, this means that the researcher protects
his/her data against loss and makes sure that no one gets access to it, unless allowed and with
permission of the participants. This implies at least that data always is password protected, especially
before it’s made anonymous.
The fourth principle is the principle of neutrality. It is important that a researcher remains neutral
during his/her research. In the context of this research, among Iraqi migrants, there are both ethnic
and sectarian/religious tensions that may play a role among the participants. Participants may
challenge the researcher to choose side or he may do so unaware. It’s therefore important to be
aware of possible tensions that play a role among the participants. Apart from these particular
tensions, neutrality can be challenged in many ways. Every person is biased as a consequence of his
education, background, experiences etc. Although perfect neutrality is therefore impossible, the
researcher should be aware of his/her biases as far as possible.
3.4 Limitations

The limitations of this research start with the theoretical framework it’s based on. Although there is
much written about migration into Europe, there are several factors that make it difficult to derive
hypotheses from it. First, migration is a very dynamic process and the drastic increases seen recently
may have a strong influence on this already dynamic process. For example, the theoretical
framework shows that knowledge on destination countries is in general very limited among migrants.
Although this is confirmed by studies from 2015 (Dimitriadie) and 2016 (Kuschminder & Siegel) there
are reasons to be sceptical about these statements. The fieldwork of the former is carried out just
before the very strong increase in migration into Europe in 2015. The latter study relies mainly upon
Afghan UAMs, a very specific subgroup among migrants and it is reasonable to assume that they do
know less than adult migrants (from other countries). Other sources such as Robinson & Segrott
(2002) are even more outdated not taking into account the role of social media for example.
However, this makes the data collected during this research even more valuable. Other limitations
will be dealt with in chapter 9, discussion.
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3.5. The informants

The interviewed migrants come from Syria (9), Iran (4) and Afghanistan (2). 10 Interviews were
conducted with a male migrant only. The other five were conducted with couples, but only two of
these couples travelled together and in one case they were forced to separate during the journey.
Five men travelled alone, in order to save money and their wives and children from the dangers of
the journey; five men travelled with their families; and five men travelled alone because they are or
were single. Even those that travelled alone, were often accompanied by a relative or friends, one
migrant started his trip alone but met his Syrian neighbours in Tunisia and decided to support them
all the way to the Netherlands.
Eleven interviews were conducted face-to-face in the Netherlands, while four were conducted
through What’s App calls.
The migrants left their country mostly between the summer of 2013 and late 2015. The shortest
journey took only 10 days and the more problematic ones could take up to two months. Those that
stranded in Greece – and in fact are still en route – excluded.
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4. (Pre-) departure
4.1 Introduction

This chapter pays attention to the factors that play a role in the decision making before and during
the actual journey and thus relates to the first two sub-questions of this thesis. First, attention will be
paid to motivations that play a role when migrants consider leaving their country of origin. This will
show how a macro event such as the Syrian civil war affects different individuals in different ways
and how interviews from Iran are driven by even more individual reasons. Second, the motivations to
choose for the Netherlands will be dealt with. Third, the knowledge level of migrants before
departure and during the journey will be looked to. How do migrants prepare their journey? What
knowledge do they have and where does it come from? Lastly, a conclusion to the chapter will be
drawn.
4.2 Departure and it’s motivations (or the lack there of)
4.2.1 Motivations for departure

The civil war is the reason for departure for all of the Syrians that participated in this research.
Interestingly, however are the different ways the war affects the lives of the people. The direct fear
of dying in an airstrike or during an artillery strike is only mentioned in combination with other
factors that play a role, even for migrants that have lost a neighbour or close relative in such an
occasion. The most cited reason is the fear of being recruited in the army:
“P: But is it not dangerous now in Damascus? S: No! P: So is it another area of Damascus then where you lived?
S: No, but Damascus is only dangerous for males, not for the females. P: So there is really no problem for the
women? But is it not dangerous for the women to be alone? S: No, they are not alone; the older males are still
in Syria as well. P: Because they are not supposed to go in the army, and that’s why it’s not dangerous for
them? S: It is dangerous for them, but only for the bombs. But if you see a bomb, don’t look, too many people
3
die.” (In. 12)

The Syrian army is in an increasing need of soldiers and all men between 20 and 45 can be selected
to join the army. One informant describes the increasing intrusiveness of the recruitment methods.
In the time he left, the government published lists with randomly selected males between 20 and 45.
Now, any male between 20 and 45 can just be stopped at the streets, asked for his ID and forced to
join the army when he meets the age criterion. He himself heard in Turkey that he was supposed to
join the army just after he left. The friend who told him was less lucky: He was selected for
enrolment and joined the army. Other men hide in their houses and only go outside in the night, to
avoid being caught by the authorities (In. 10). He also stated that it’s very difficult to leave the
country once you’re supposed to serve the army. The fact that conscription is such an important
concern and that only males qualify for this, leads to a situation in which 75% of the population of
Damascus is either female or old (According to In. 12).4 The fear for conscription is especially strong
in government controlled areas. However, this doesn’t mean that it’s safer when the opposition
takes over control: “Y: Our village in Damascus, the terrorists came to our village and killed and
kidnapped a lot of people. My brother is also among the ones they kidnapped, we didn’t hear
anything from him for three years and four months.” (In. 10)

3

Given the context of this quote ‘but only for the bombs’ should not be explained as: Damascus is only dangerous, because
there are bombs; but rather as: For women and children the only danger is bombs. The solution to this threat is just look
the other way and go on surviving.
4
In fact, this is not a very strong statement. 50% of women is normal. Although it’s possible to check what the
demographic composition of Damascus were before the civil war, the fact that the informant doesn’t define ‘old’ it’s still
difficult to fact check his statement. However, his point seems to be that there are relatively little young men in Damascus,
which clarifies why they are over represented in migrant populations in Europe.
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The remaining Syrians, the Iranians and the Afghans mention problems on a more personal level. In.
15 was held in custody by the Syrian authorities for four months and therefore fled to Jordan as soon
as he had paid a ransom for his release. Two Iranians mention their conversion to Christianity as the
reason to flee; In. 5 his lack of valid papers; In. 13 his work as a cop and therefore his troubles with
the Taliban; the remaining Iranians both mention conscription as well. Apparently, every adult male
has to serve the army after their studies and only get their papers if they have fulfilled their time in
the army. According to In. 6, the Iranian government wants to brainwash its subjects through this
mechanism:
S: “Yes, and they didn’t allow me to continue my education. They had problems with my ideas. This is not the
rule in my country, they are crazy. (...) S: They like me as a slave from government. Everything they tell to you,
you have to do. If you have big money in my country, you have a good life; you have everything, IF you accept
anything government tells you. (...) S: I can’t explain in English brother. I had problems with government and
many years ago, 7 years ago we had a very big... they wanted to change our government, you know. And I was
opposite of government, I was in the group opposite of government. They couldn’t accept me. I was different
with most of people; I was looking for freedom, brother. And after that, I was going to work, to cash money, for
many years, I had everything, I had a house, money, but I didn’t have peace. So my family told me to leave the
country, I was loser in my life. I had it very difficult. So I left my country. To the border, to Athens, to Greece in
2015.” (In. 6).

Remarkable is the story of Interviews 11a&b. They lived in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia and ran two opticians
in the country and they described how the war in Syria affected their lives in Saudi Arabia drastically
(see textbox 1). The fact that they lived in Saudi Arabia for over 32 years may raise the question
whether they couldn’t stay there and may be acquire the Saudi nationality. In order to better
Textbox 1: The consequences of the civil war for Syrians in Saudi-Arabia
11b: Syrian people in Saudi Arabia were doctors, engineers, specialists, they were all Syrian. They had shops
and many Syrians worked in Saudi Arabia. But Saudi’s treat people badly. But they couldn’t with Syrians, before
the war. If a Saudi would treat me badly, I would say: Ok, give me my passport, I go back to Syria. Because our
economic situation was good. We don’t care, give it. P: But with the civil war going on, you can’t go easily to
Syria anymore and they start to treat you badly? 11b: Very bad. 11a: The problem is not just a bad economy,
the problem was... If you go back to Syria, the government... 11b: Yes. 11a: That’s the problem! 11b: If they
know that you’re Syrian, you can’t go back to Syria. Ok, your salary is going to disappear. P: You became more
vulnerable as a consequence of the situation in Syria and they use that directly to... 11b: Yes. They stole our
shop, we had to pay him. 11a: Within 15 days, we had to go to Jordan. 11b: We had to buy everything again. P:
So he stole everything? 11b: The shop, with everything in it and our employees, Egyptian employees. He just
changed the lock and said: This is mine. And then he told the Police he wanted to get rid of the Syrian guy. So
he just stole everything. First he had told us that we had a problem with the Police and that he wanted to help
us, but he was the one that went to the police! He told us that he knew someone and that we could stay if we
paid him. P: So first, he tried to get your money? 11b: Yes. We paid him a lot of money and then he said: ok,
bye bye! P: Yes, that’s really incomprehensible. But did you expect this? (...) 11a: No, because I had lived there
for more than 32 years. P: And did you like that guy? 11b: Yes, 32 years in Saudi Arabia. 11a: I was born in 1979
and moved to Saudi Arabia in 1982, I lived there for 32 years. P: Did you think he was a good guy? 11b: Yes, it
was his friend! 11a: He was my friend. He was my friend!!! He visited us, we ate together. P: And that was the
same guy as the one that stole everything from you? 11a: Yes!
Source: Interview 11.

understand their precarious situation it is important to look at a few aspects in the legal systems
regarding foreign nationals in the Arab world better. First, acquiring nationality is virtually no option
in the Arab world: “If not attributed by paternal descent, nationality in the Arab world is essentially
closed.” (Parolin, 2009, p. 128). Second, Arab countries do invite large numbers of foreign nationals
to their countries, especially Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States: They do this indeed through the
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sponsorship (Kefala) system Interviews 11a&b mention: “Arab countries typically tolerate and
welcome large populations of long term foreign residents through the widespread usage of the
Kefala system, which has now become a source of severe criticism by the human rights community
because of its connection to worker exploitation.” (Kagan, 2011, p. 10) Kagan continues to explain
that the Kefala system is characterised by the fact that ‘the state recognizes the right of the sponsor
to have an employee and to make decisions about the employee more than it recognizes the rights of
the worker.’ (Kagan, 2011, p. 10). This leads to a situation in which the foreign national is heavily
depending on its sponsor and Kagan doesn’t hesitate to compare it with a master-slave relation.
Although informants 11a&b state that Syrians were less vulnerable to abuse, apparently their
sponsor even kept their passport.5 Third, Arab countries are reluctant to accept refugees on their
territory. This is often politically inspired: Accepting someone as a refugee is confirming that he is in
danger in his home country, which is indirectly offending to the respective government (which is
most of the time a neighbouring state) and thus endangers bilateral relations. For Palestinian
refugees an opposite way of reasoning makes that Arab countries deny them citizenship: the only
acceptable solution is that Israel takes them back and accepts them as its inhabitants, therefore they
are not granted citizenship. Kagan suggests that ‘Arab governments only accept the presence of
refugees on their territory as long as maintenance and ultimate departure is visibly assigned to an
international body or other third party. Efforts to integrate are likely to be blocked either by explicit
policy or by the grinding resistance of the state’ (Kagan, 2011).
This context is important in understanding the situation of informants 11a&b. The first two aspects
sketch their vulnerable situation in Saudi Arabia. From a Western perspective, In. 11a lived for 32
years in Saudi Arabia (From his fourth year onwards) and thus he should have the possibility to exert
certain rights. However, due to the legal system in Saudi Arabia, this is not an option at all. The third
aspect helps to see why migrating to Jordan or Lebanon is not an attractive option either. Although
these countries host large numbers of refugees, they are mainly maintained by UNHCR, NGOs and
other UN agencies and; even more important they are unlikely to ever receive citizenship and thus
get a formal job. In Jordan acquiring a permanent residency was possible when paying $20,000150,000. The amount started with $150,000 but decreased to $20,000 (Mason, 2011).6 Mason’s
study on Iraqi migrants in Jordan concludes that their situation is quiet precarious and thus concludes
that: “The result is that many now see third-country resettlement as one of their only options.”
(Mason, 2011, p. 368).
The situation in Arabic countries as described above makes it complicated to label migrants either as
refugee or economic migrant. At the one hand, one can argue that all refugees become economic
migrants as soon as they have reached a place where they are out of clear threats to their lives.
Simply put: when a Syrian refugee enters Jordan/Lebanon/Turkey, he is safe and is thus an economic
migrant from that moment on. Accepting them as refugees is thus more a matter of sharing the
burden with the host countries in the region, than a matter of life and death for the individual
migrants (In fact, accepting them as refugees only tempts them to risk their lives once again on the
Mediterranean or exposes them to other dangers). Without arguing for either a total lock down or an
open door policy, the relative safety Syrian refugees enjoy in Lebanon, Jordan and Turkey makes it
more difficult to distinguish between economic migrants and refugees. Many refugees in Syria are
probably able to survive on informal jobs and their savings for the coming years and their lives are

5

I didn’t pay attention to this detail during the In. and didn’t believe it to be real, especially because In. 11b mentions it in
a sentence that is further dedicated to show the relative independence of Syrians in Saudi Arabia as compared to other
foreign nationals. However, coincidentally I discovered that this is indeed a common practice in Saudi Arabia while reading
the book Vrouw in Saoedi-Arabië by Meghan D. Jakobsen (a Danish journalist that lived for a few years in Riyadh). Kagan
doesn’t mention that sponsors keep passports explicitly but does mention that they keep their empoyee’s driving licenses
and bank accounts (p. 10).
6
However, this paper is from 2011 and the refugee crisis is likely to have increased this sum again.
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not in direct danger anymore. Isn’t it likely that many ‘economic migrants’ from Africa have more
urgent survival struggles then they have?
5.2.2 Motivation to stay

Apart from motivations to leave the country, some informants had family that preferred to stay in
Syria or in neighbouring countries. In. 10 made a general remark that the people that are still in Syria
belong either to the government or the opposition forces and are probably willing to stay. But In.
14b’s father is very determined to stay for other reasons:
P: But is there no war over there? M: Yes there is. The factory has been destroyed for three times and their flat
as well. But my father is stubborn and says: I live here and I will stay here, I am not going to live on a welfare
benefit. They are used to having a lot of money. P: Ok, but that’s your father, but how do your siblings look to
this? M: My dad has persuaded them to stay, but they also lack the resources to go to Europe. My father
maintains them, but then they have to stay in Syria. (In. 10).

Apparently her father is determined to stay in Syria, despite the harsh circumstances, and puts
pressure on her brothers and sisters do to the same. The brothers of In. 14a stay in Turkey and
Lebanon for different reasons:
M: I am not like my brother, who has its own business and I do not have a lot of money. (...) My family lives in
Turkey and Lebanon, my brother has started a business in Turkey, but I lack the resources to do the same. P: So
if you had more money, you would have gone to Turkey and started an own business over there? M: No,
because my brother is not happy in Turkey as well. The Netherlands is a better country, they agree to that as
well. The people in Turkey aren’t good. The people are not radical, but Erdogan is radical. P: But why does your
brother not migrate to the Netherlands either? M: He doesn’t have enough money to arrange five visas that
costs about €100,000 P: But he can do it just like your, right? Travelling alone to the Netherlands and then
asking for family reunion? M: No, it’s impossible for him to be a year without his family, nor can he live from
just a welfare benefit. He is also taking care of my parents; they are old and can’t be alone. P: And what about
your other brothers, the one who lives in Lebanon? M: He isn’t that rich, he is a lawyer and doesn’t own a
business; his children study in Lebanon and do not want to go to Europe. (In. 14)

Thus, at the one hand the lack of resources can be a limitation for migrants to leave for Europe. At
the other hand, abundant resources can also result in the rejection to start over in Europe again.
Taking care for older family can also be a reason to refrain from the difficult journey or other
attempts to migrate to Europe.
In. 15 states that the loss of friends for his 55 year old father is the reason not to come to Europe (his
father stays in Jordan):
N: If you’re older than 50 in Arabic countries, you’re always with your friends, you go together to the mosque,
you hang out together. I am 24 years old and I do not have friends here. When I was 55 years old, I would have
found it hard to live here. You have lived for 50 years in an Arabic country and then you have to go to another
country, with a different culture, a different tradition and a different live. (In. 15).
4.3 Why are refugees heading for the Netherlands?

All Syrians, except from informants 7a&b mentioned either ‘aardige mensen’ or ‘no-discrimination’
as a reason for preferring the Netherlands as a destination. At first, I was a bit sceptical to this
argument, thought it to be socially desirable, ignored it and tried to find the real reason of their
preference for the Netherlands. However, since it was mentioned again and again, I started to take it
seriously and tried to discover how this positive perception of the Netherlands was formed. The first
thing I discovered is that it is perceived by the informants as something that is widely known: “P: But
that the Netherlands was a good country, you heard mainly from your brother? S: Yes, but all people
say that the Netherlands is a good country.” This quote is from In. 12, but In. 10 said exactly the
same. Although this quotation on paper may be not that convincing, the intonation really suggested
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that he believed this to be common knowledge. This was confirmed in other Interviews. Several
informants stated that Scandinavian countries were believed to be equally discrimination-free, but
then the Netherlands was preferred for other reasons. In. 15 mentioned the risk of getting caught in
Germany when travelling to Scandinavia and the extreme climate of the Scandinavian countries. This
was also mentioned by In. 11a&b. When I discovered that the lack of discrimination in the
Netherlands was believed to be widely known, I asked what exactly they meant with discrimination
in for example Germany. One mentioned that he was in Germany and asked for directions in English
and the man answered him in German (In. 15). In. 10 also mentions that problem: “When I just
arrived in the Netherlands, I could talk English to everyone, unlike Germany. For example: I went to a
company to rent a house, in Germany I would have needed an interpreter for such occasions, but in
the Netherlands, that’s not necessary.” Although I wouldn’t call this discrimination myself, I can
imagine such occasions are very frustrating for refugees that have just shortly arrived. The
Netherlands is indeed the 2nd best non-native English speaking country, after Sweden and followed
by Denmark, Norway and Finland (Education First, 2015). Germany scores only a bit lower, but the
threshold to communicate in English is in general low for Dutch people.
‘No discrimination’ is perhaps better defined as an ‘easy accessible society’. This may be an
interesting theme for following research. As far as my own experience goes, Dutch people switch
easily to Dutch when there is just one foreigner in their midst. In terms of language, they lack any
nationalistic barriers that makes them insisting on talking Dutch. However, when nationals do insist
on speaking e.g. German this can cause foreigners to feel unwelcome or simply hampers them in
daily live. However, this is just my personal experience; it may be interesting to research whether this
is indeed the case and; if so, how this affects the integration process of new arrivals. In the short
term, it may ease their lives since they are able to help themselves and are able to be a part of
society real quick. At the other hand, it may affect their integration on the long term. Migrants may
fail to learn the Dutch language altogether, since it’s not that important for them. This ultimately
results in less contact with Dutch people (or migrants with another language background) and
isolates them in the long run. The fact that English is broadly accepted as a language to communicate
in, may also be a consideration that is only relevant for higher educated migrants. Migrants that do
not speak English benefit less from the acceptability of communication in English in the Netherlands.
Other informants mentioned negative associations with Germany as well:
“S: The police in Germany is not good. In Munich for example, no good. I have diabetes and pain in my foot and
I went to the police, but they hit me. P: In Germany? S: Yes. De police hit me; I was talking and said that I had
pain.” (In. 12)
“A: Good people [in the Netherlands]. I have quite some contact with Dutch people here, my friend lives in
Germany and he doesn’t have contact with German people.” (In. 10).

Apart from discrimination, the option and the quick appliance of family reunion was mentioned by
informants 10 and 14 as a reason why they found the Netherlands attractive.
Employment opportunities, familial ties, security, and the lack of diplomatic ties between countries,
were all mentioned as considerations and this confirms the findings in the theoretical framework.
However, none of them was so often mentioned as the lack of discrimination.
This being said, it seemed to me that most refugees didn’t seem to have carried out an extensive
research on choosing the best possible destination country. Remarkable was the general lack of
extensive considerations by most of the migrants. This is reflected in the knowledge level of
migrants, which will be dealt with in the next paragraph.
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4.4 Knowledge level
4.4.1 Preparedness levels

Three categories of knowledge levels can be distinguished: a. Those that virtually didn’t know
anything until they arrived; b. Those that left with some vague ideas about preferred countries and
the journey they had to make, but later on gathered more information and; c. Those that had
sophisticated knowledge on the journey, migration policies and destination countries before they
left.
The two Afghans and one of the Iranian migrants had the lowest knowledge level and they did not
really plan their trip in advance. In. 5 recalls meeting a customer in his garage, an Afghan from Suisse.
He asked where the guy came from and whether that was a good place. Five days later on New
Year’s Eve, he was paid by his boss, took his money and left. A friend had arranged a trafficker that
arranged his trip to Turkey and that’s it. He recalls that he didn’t make any preparations, he just left.
In Greece, he went to the airport and just took the cheapest flight, which happened to be to
Stockholm. In. 13 had a similar story; he said he didn’t even realize he was in the Netherlands when
he stepped out of the train. When I asked a bit further about his preferences and knowledge he
answered:
“I was alone; I didn’t know where the train to Sweden was supposed to be. I didn’t know where I could find the
train to Germany. I didn’t know. I am in the Netherlands for 16 months now, and I still hardly know how I can
get to Amsterdam by train. Or Zwolle. I came from Afghanistan, how could I know? Where is the Netherlands?
Where is Finland? Where is Sweden? Germany?” (In. 13).

Their knowledge level matches the knowledge level of the UAMs in the study of Kuschminder &
Siegel (2016) that is mentioned in the theoretical framework. Those UAMs stated that they knew
neither their destination nor who had chosen their destination (their parents or theirs trafficker). A
possible explanation for the low knowledge levels of the Afghan informants is the fact that
Afghanistan is much less developed than Iran and Syria. Despite the ravaging civil war, Syria has still a
higher GDP per capita than Afghanistan. But a better indicator for comparing the countries (because
more relevant for this topic and being better able to capture the long term level of development of a
country) in this matter is literacy levels. Iran and Syria both have a literacy level of 86%, while in
Afghanistan only 39% is literate (UNESCO, 2015).
At the other end of the spectrum are In. 11a&b. They prepared their journey very well, during the
interview In. 11a&b exhibited a detailed knowledge of migration policies and about the advantages
of the Netherlands. They mentioned that the Netherlands is 5th on the list of countries with the
lowest unemployment rates.7 Furthermore, they also mentioned some of the Dutch Universities that
usually score high on international indexes. They concluded that the Netherlands and Scandinavian
countries were more or less comparable, but that the climate in the Netherlands was better. As a
disadvantage they mentioned the difficulties with validating certificates, which is especially
problematic for In. 11b. In. 11a also had extensive knowledge of migration policies, but this will come
back in the next chapter.
The remaining informants (11) had at least a final destination and/or an ‘information stop’ planned
before they left. For travel information, they often relied on family already in European countries,
traffickers or other migrants they met en route. The consultation of sources other than family,
friends, traffickers and fellow migrants was very limited in this group.

7

Which is true if one only looks at countries in the EU: https://data.oecd.org/unemp/unemployment-rate.htm
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4.4.2 Information stop

Informants 1,2,4,9,14 and 15 all had an information stop, in Turkey (4), Paris or Hungary. The ones
with a stop in Turkey mention the need to leave quick or secretly and therefore decided to use
Turkey as an information hub. Interesting is the situation of In. 2. His wife went to Turkey before him
to check whether it was possible to live there. However, she didn’t see this as a possibility and then
heard that European borders were open and they decided to go for Europe and to look for a
trafficker that could help them. The ones that stopped in Europe were more concerned about
figuring out the best way to avoid registration before arrival in the destination country (In. 9 and 15)
and to gain further information on possible destination countries (In. 15). In. 15 spent six weeks in
Paris with friends from Syria that were born in Syria but have lived in France for almost their entire
live. They told him about different European countries, for example about Suisse he told me: N: “In
Suisse, you need to stay for a long time in a very small village, far away from everyone and you have
to wait two years for you papers.” In addition to this, his friends advised him to never go to Belgium,
because ‘there are living too many Moroccans’. His fear for being caught in Belgium was stronger
than anywhere else:
N: “Everywhere, but between France and the Netherlands I was even more afraid. I was really scared to be
arrested in Belgium. I really didn’t want to go to Belgium. I feel like being in Morocco. My friends advised me:
Never go to Belgium!” (In. 15).

When I asked him what he exactly meant with ‘too many Moroccans’, he answered ‘nothing’ and
continued with his story.
The concept on an information stop in Turkey and Europe confirms the findings of Robinson &
Segrott (2002) mentioned in paragraph 1.3. They identified four different stages of the journey
where decision making is taking place: when they leave their home country; on their way to the EU;
at the borders of the EU; and within the EU. Which events shaped the migrants further journey?
What were decisive turning points (either positively or negatively)?
4.4.3 Other sources

As mentioned, the migrants mostly depended on connections for their information. If, for example
internet was used, it never seemed to be a decisive factor in the decision making process and used
more to get a clearer picture of the destination country when the decision already was made. Several
times, trivial8 facts were mentioned as things they knew about European countries or even as a
motivation to take it as a destination, to name a few: Vikings (In. 5); Van Basten, Johan Cruijff (In. 7a);
Ruud Gullit, Van Basten, Rijkaard (In. 10); Cafe boot and tall people (In. 15 was tall himself). In. 10
also mentioned looking to the Netherlands on Google Earth.
A notable exception is an Arabic website that was mentioned in In. 12. Literally translated, the name
of this website means: ‘Garage for the refugee that sleeps on the street.’ In his case he discovered on
this website that the Hungarian border was closed. He travelled just two weeks after (15 September
2015) his brother (In. 9a), who travelled through Hungary. The Hungarian border closed on the 15th
of September, so he had to travel around Hungary. They also mentioned that things like the Dublin
treaty are dealt with on that website. Apparently this site is quick and accurate and focuses on
providing travel information for Arab speaking irregular migrants. In. 12 bought a Croatian SIM card
to have access to internet and that website.
4.5 Reflecting on the information gaining process of the migrants

During the interviews I really asked through on knowledge levels. Especially when informants said
that they didn’t know anything I asked them: But why are you going to Europe and not to Asia? The
answer was that Asia was not good, so I then said; at least you knew that Europe was better than
8

In my opinion
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Asia? With such questions I tried to discover where their limited knowledge came from and how it
was formed.
Looking back to these interviews, I discovered that the common denominator is not the actual
considerations, but the sources they use. Mouth to mouth communication is the single most
important source of information. No matter whether it are friends, family or just fellow Syrians, the
informants all seem to strongly trust and rely on them. Only one couple9 (In. 11a&b) mentioned the
use of other sources as being important in their considerations, but even they had already close
family in the Netherlands with which they had frequent contact before they left.
This is interesting, because on fore hand I thought migrants would weigh disadvantages and
advantages carefully, before taking a decision. After all, it might be a country where you live for the
rest of your life? I assumed that this process would take place through consulting independent,
factual sources. For example a list with the lowest unemployment rates as mentioned by In. 11a.
However, this might be a very Western perception of doing things. Whether this different approach
is caused by distrust towards such sources as Hagen-Zanker suggests (2016), or whether it’s just a
looser style is difficult to determine. I think it’s a combination of both. After the Interviews I had
often more personal conversations and I regularly discovered a deep distrust towards Western media
and other sources (e.g. Wikipedia), sometimes supported by convictions that most Westerners would
call conspiracy theories. So that may explain why most informants choose not to rely on such
sources. At the other hand, I think that having a friend that states that ‘the Netherlands is a good
country’ is just enough for them. Regardless the exact reasons behind it, I think it’s important for e.g.
policy makers to realize that mouth to mouth is the prime source for migrants in making destination
decisions and when this is not taken into account, policies will be rather inefficient. Relying on
personal connections for information, proved accurate in most cases. However, some mention that
they were surprised by the bad circumstances in Greece and Italy:
H: “So I thought: ok, I go back to Italy, no problem. Italian people look like Iranian people, no problem. But the
first AZC in Italy was really bad. I said: Hamid, no worries, everything is gonna be all right. It’s Italy. Italy is a big
name. In Iran, when you say Italy, it’s wow! Football, Lamborghini, I don’t know, Ferrari.” (In. 3)
S: “No, actually I thought Greece was the same as Sweden, Norway, Germany, any other country in Europe. I
cannot believe it, actually, how bad it is here.” (In. 4)

In general, migrants relied on connections in Europe for choosing a destination country, because they
lived there as well or because they were just positive about these countries. The lack of
discrimination, quick family reunion, a limited language barrier and easier to reach (in comparison
with Scandinavian countries) were the main motivations for refugees to choose the Netherlands as
their destination.
4.6 Conclusion

We have seen that, although in very different ways, the direct fear for the ravage of war didn’t seem
to be the main reason to flee. Conscription was considered to be an important reason to flee as this
significantly increases the chance of being killed. Interesting is how the war can affect lives indirectly
in ways less expectable than e.g. the ravage of war, as shown by the case of In. 11a&b. Their case
also shows that dubbing migrants either refugees or economic migrants is discussable. This is further
confirmed by examples of relatives of the informants that have decided to stay in Syria. Apparently,
leaving the country or the region is not necessarily inevitable and can still be a choice, even when
living in a war-torn country.
9

I leave out those that mentioned the fact that Ruud Gullit etc. is from the Netherlands as a motivation to go to the
Netherlands out, because it seemed more an answer to the question: ‘What did you know about the Netherlands before
you travelled to here?’ than to the question: ‘Why did you want to go to the Netherlands specifically?’
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The Netherlands is seen as an attractive country because there is no discrimination which probably is
best defined as a country where it’s relatively easy for foreigners that not yet speak the language to
become independent and to settle themselves. Family reunion (and the quick and ease of it); the
climate and; the chance of reaching it without getting caught are other reasons that make the
Netherlands attractive for migrants.
The information where migrants base their motivation and travel strategies on comes mostly from
relatives and friends. Third, independent sources only seem to play a marginal role, with the possible
exception of one informant. Some of the informants left their country without a clear plan and
destination and never came at a point where they had a clear country in mind with well-considered
reasons. Others left the country without much knowledge but updated themselves later during the
journey. Only one informant had a clear destination in mind that was supported not only by his
relatives, but also by some official statistics and indexes. This way of acquiring information was good
enough for most informants, while some stated that they were surprised by the bad economic
circumstances in Greece and Italy, indicating a knowledge gap among these migrants. Apart from the
three migrants with the least knowledge, all informants had a specific destination country in mind
upon departure.
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5. The journey
5.1 Introduction

This chapter aims to show how policies (and their implementation) from states and the EU, interfere
with the migrants’ aspiration to travel to a given country and how the migrant asserts his/her agency
to overcome these obstacles. First, the essential legal context will be sketched. This shows what
obstacles irregular migrants meet when they try travel to Europe in general or the Netherlands in
particular. Second, the different modes of travel of the irregular migrants are described. This shows
how irregular migrants try to overcome the obstacles they meet. Migrants make use of planes,
private cars, public transport, (leaky) boats and their own feet to pursue their goals. Each mode of
travel demands its own tactics and comes at its own costs. To understand how agency and structure
interact, it is important to understand how irregular migrants travel. The different modes of travel
are sometimes, but not necessarily, mutually exclusive. Some migrants used each mentioned mode
of travel to reach their destination, whereas others only used one. After a description of the modes
of travel, some overarching elements will be analysed. Traffickers and the services they provide have
proved to be vital, regardless the mode of travel chosen. After this, we will look at the balance
between structure and agency. To what extend do the obstacles thrown up by the authorities stop
the migrants from reaching their destination country? Lastly, a short conclusion of the chapter will be
given.
5.2 Interfering structures: legal context.

The first obstacle for refugees/migrants/asylum seekers is the need for a Schengen visa. If it was easy
for them to get this, irregular migrants wouldn’t probably exist in Europe. However, it is difficult and
expensive to get such a visa, so therefore they travel over land and by sea to and through Europe:
Once they are in the EU, countries have to look at their application for asylum. Before the migrant
crisis in 2015, the Dublin treaty ruled that migrants have to apply for asylum in the country where
they first entered the EU.
However, in 2011 the European Court for Human Rights ruled that sending back an asylum seeker to
Greece was a violation of Article 3 of the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR, 2011, pp.
76,77). This means that an asylum seeker is still obliged to apply for asylum in Greece when he enters
the EU in Greece, but that other countries can’t send him/her back to Greece when he didn’t do so.
This results effectively in an exception on the Dublin treaty. However, in December 2016, the Court
ruled that sending back an asylum seeker to Greece is no longer a violation of Article 3 from 1st
March 2017 onwards (Europa.eu, 2016). All of my interviews were conducted with migrants that
travelled in the period when Greece was ‘excluded’ from the Dublin treaty, meaning that they didn’t
have troubles with a registration in Greece.
The importance of avoiding being registered was clear to all of the informants I spoke to. The story of
In. 15, who arrived in Italy, illustrates this best:
N: First we were at an Asylum Centre (AC) on Sicilia. P: And did they register your fingerprint over there? N:
Almost! But I walked away, just in time. When the police arrived for taking the finger prints, I immediately left
the place. P: So, how does that work? N: Without shoes! I didn’t have shoes, bro. P: But you were in that AC
and then you saw the police entering the place? N: No, somebody had told me that the police would come to
register the refugees. (In. 15)

The fact that he left without shoes is not just a funny anecdote, it also illustrates that the importance
of avoiding registration was clear to him and the people he travelled with. In. 10 in fact explained me
that Greece was excluded and why:10
10

When I conducted the interview, I wasn’t aware of the exception on the Dublin treaty. He thus indeed explained me why
Greece was excepted and gave the reasons behind the exception.
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P: With that fingerprint, I thought you had given your fingerprint in Greece? A: Yes, Dublin! But in Greece, no
problem. P: Why is it no problem in Greece? That’s the law right? A: Yes, but the EU has ruled that the
fingerprint in Greece is no problem. P: Why? A: Greece is bad, the economy, no jobs. (...) P: So only being
registered in Austria and Germany is a problem? A: Germany, Austria, Hungary, it’s a problem everywhere, but
I was lucky. (In. 10)

Since it soon became clear that the migrants know the rules, I tried to discover how they avoided
being registered. Basically there are four main modes of travelling for migrants:11 1. Travelling by
boat (11); 2. Travelling by plane (4); 3. Travelling by truck (2) and; 4. Travelling through a combination
of walking, public transport and traffickers (6).
5.3 Modes of travel
5.3.1 Travelling by boat

Crossing the Mediterranean in small, way to heavy loaded airboats, is the most infamous
characteristic of the refugee crisis and 11 out of the 15 informants used such a boat to reach Europe.
In. 3 and 14 flew directly to Milan and Madrid respectively; In. 1 was hidden in a truck to pass the
Turkish-Greek border and In. 5 crossed the Turkish-Greek border by feet. In. 1 states that using boats
was not so common when he travelled (January 2014); this is confirmed by Figure 1 that shows the
relative decrease of Illegal Border Crossings (IBCs) on the Eastern Mediterranean route over land as
compared to the total number IBCs on the Eastern Mediterranean route. In absolute terms, the
uncommonness of boat travel in this part of the Mediterranean at that time is even more striking. In
March 2014, the number of IBCs passes the 1000 for the first time, but in August 2014 Frontex
already reported 5405 IBCs on the Eastern Mediterranean.12 In. 1 thus indeed travelled just before
the ‘airboat era’.

Figure 1: The number of Land IBCs in the Eastern Mediterranean set out as a percentage of the total number
of IBCs in the Eastern Mediterranean. Source: Frontex, 2017.

Apart from these exceptions, all the informants crossed the Mediterranean on an airboat, one
between Libya and Italy and all the others between Turkey and Greece.
Departure troubles
11

Migrants travelled from Syria to Lebanon with public transport and from Lebanon to Turkey either by plane or by ship.
Since they could travel between these countries on the ‘formal way’, these trips are outside the scope of this thesis and are
excluded when e.g. mentioning the number of In. that used a certain mode of transport.
12
These figures still bleach compared to those of 2015 (as made clear in paragraph 1.1); however the point here is to fact
check the statement of In. 1.
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One of the first challenges the informants report, is finding a safe departure area. The Turkish police
patrols the coast frequently and avoiding them can be an intensive business. In. 7a&b mention that
they travelled between Izmir, Bodrum and Mersin three cities that lay 1000 km from each other.
Even if Mersin was just the place of arrival and Bodrum and Izmir the departure locations, these cities
are still 239 km from each other. They had to hop between these cities with their five year old
daughter with them. Despite the efforts being made to avoid the police, two informants mention
that they were caught by the police (at least one time) before they were able to leave. However, this
had no significant consequences, the Turkish police told them that they would be put in prison for
one month if they were caught again on the same place and they left the city. At the same time, they
provided them with blankets. In. 11a describes climbing down a cliff to reach a departure area that
was out of sight from the police. However, the chance of being caught at sea might be as big as being
caught before departure. His departure was cancelled three times, because they saw boats patrolling
the coast. The authorities, weather and bad boats all hamper the migrants to reach Greece and only
one In. (12) was successful in his first attempt, others had to take 3-5 attempts before they were
successful.
Poor material
The boats provided are usually of very poor quality. In. 10 describes that a heavy woman stumbled in
the boat when she entered it and thus destroyed its bottom before it even could depart. Informants
8 and 9a13 just refused to enter the boat provided and demanded one of a better quality. Their
traffickers accepted this and arranged a new boat. In three interviews (8,11,15), the aspect of
different price classes came back. In. 8 and especially 11a state that there are different price classes:
the more one pays the more comfort he gets or the better his arrival will be. He distinguishes five
different types of boats that migrants can use to get to Europe:
1. A rubber boat, carries 40 to 50 people and is used by Afghans, Africans and Syrian farmers
(800 dollars).
2. A quick boat (6m) for 10-18 people with a small cabin on it (2500 dollar).
3. Luxury boat, brings migrants from port to port and avoids dangerous departure points.
Migrants disguise themselves as tourists when they use this boat (3500-4000 dollar)
4. Transport vessels. Carry up to 300 people but are only used between Libya and Italy (he
didn’t know the price of this fare).
5. With a big container ship to Italy (7000 dollar). Arriving in Italy has advantages, because it has
direct borders with other EU states. This might save further travel costs and time to travel to
other countries.
However, the story of In. 15 points out that isn’t always that straightforward. His trafficker told him
that he could arrange a relaxing easy trip if he paid more. This turned out to be a lie as his journey
was literally disastrous (see under other hardships below).
The role of the authorities at sea
While the authorities are the main obstacle before departure, their role becomes more ambiguous
once the migrants are at sea. At the one hand they can be life savers, at the other hand they still fulfil
the role of ‘obstacle’. As shown above, the boats provided are in general of a poor quality and the
authorities might be the only back up once a boat capsizes, sinks or just stops. As In. 8 and 10
‘noticed’ the pour state of their boat in time, In. 9a&b and their two kids were less lucky. Their boat
actually sank when they were already at open sea. They had their life jackets with them and were
rescued by the Turkish coast guards. However, especially for their children this was quite a traumatic
event and the oldest, which was also present during the interview, told me he dreams about this on a
regular basis.
13

This was after he and his family had been shipwrecked on their first attempt (see under The role of the authorities at sea)
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However, authorities may not always fulfil the role of life savers willingly, as the case of In. 10 shows:
A: But when we were in the open sea, the motor stopped. P: Again! A: Yes, but the first time, we were still
close to Turkey, this time, we were very close to Greece. So close, that I considered swimming, but I was too
tired because I didn’t sleep for four days. P: Did others try to swim to Greece? A: No, the Greek coast guard
came. P: Did they send you back to Turkey? A: No, they didn’t do anything. P: They saw you and just left you?
A: Yes, they just checked us and then left again. Then we floated for 8 hours in the sea and then the Turkish
police came. P: And they brought you back to Turkey? A: Yes. (In. 10)

The motives behind the Greek coast guards to not interfere remain unclear. It is possible that they
sought contact with the Turkish coast guards and asked whether they could pick up the migrants.
This is a plausible explanation, especially if the migrants were still on Turkish waters. May be they
just checked how the circumstances on the boat were and may be they would have acted differently
if the situation was direr. Normally, migrants fare to Italian/Greek waters and call for help, which
they then receive. This practice is not encouraged by the authorities, as it undoes the efforts made at
land borders to have a certain degree of control on the refugees that enter the EU. Regardless the
considerations of the coast guards, this shows how the coast guards can be both saviours and
‘obstacles’ at sea.
The case of In. 15 is another example of how authorities and migrants interact at the Mediterranean.
At the same time, it provides insight in the way traffickers work. In. 15’s boat stranded in Libyan
waters, close to the Italian waters. They called for help with a satellite phone and there was an Italian
army vessel nearby. However, because they were still in Libyan waters, this army vessel couldn’t help
them. Therefore, they sent a helicopter and some small boats with medical staff and brought the
migrants to the army vessel. The migrants had to stay for three days on the landing platform for
helicopters and were then transported to Sicilia. The ship they came with was burned by the Italian
army. Remarkable is the role of the captain of the ship:
P: And who was the captain? Who steered the ship? N: A man from Tunisia P: And did he join you to Italy? Or
did he go back? N: No, when he saw the big ship, he walked away. He had two empty coke bottles around his
waist and jumped in the sea. (In. 15)

Apart from In. 15, In. 10 (2x) and In. 13 reported that the motor just stopped. Despite the poor
quality of the boats, this is remarkable. In three of the four cases the motor ‘stopped’ once they were
close to European waters. This may mean that the motors were not actually broken, it’s more likely
that the fuel was finished and that the traffickers just put enough water to reach European waters.
Another explanation is that my informants made their story more acceptable to me. I often
experienced a certain defensive attitude; they may have thought that I would judge sabotaging the
motor in order to receive help from European coast guards and being transported to either Greece or
Italy. I think that putting not enough fuel in the motor is the most likely explanation. This matches
the attitude of the traffickers, it saves them some money, and at the same time mobilizes the
authorities and NGOs to finish ‘their job’.
Other Hardships
Informants 7a&b and their daughter stranded on a small, uninhabited Greek Island. They stayed
there for two days with no food and little water. Their daughter became very silent and got swollen
lips. After two days, first the Red Cross and second the Greek Coast Guard came to rescue them.
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In. 15 recalls that guys without family were put in the ship’s hold. He, who met his Syrian neighbours
coincidentally, was saved from this experience, which turned out to be extremely fortunate as three
people died in the ship’s hold.14
Arrival
Most informants either arrived on a Greek Island or were picked up by authorities and were later
transported to mainland Greece. There they got papers to stay one or six months in Greece.15
5.3.2 Travelling by plane

In. 3, 5, 11 and 14 all travelled by plane. The common denominator for these informants was a need
for fake identity papers and thus human traffickers.
In contrast with the other plane travellers, In. 3 also had to fear his own government. Therefore his
trafficker arranged that he could pass customs on Tehran airport with fake papers. He paid 6000
dollar for a ticket and visa in Italy. Once in Italy he had apparently little troubles with buying a ticket
for Amsterdam and went to Amsterdam by plane as well.
In. 5 had ‘the luck’ of being ill. Therefore he got a Red Card when he was caught by Greek authorities.
The Red Card allows migrants to work and live in Greece, but not to travel to other countries.
However, once you have the Red Card, it’s easy for traffickers to ‘upgrade’ this to a White Card, a
card that allows migrants to travel freely:
G: I had a Red Card and with a white card, you can travel. Because I have been a lot of years in Greece and I
saw many mafia, traffickers, they do a lot of crazy things. They fix the paper, everything. So I went to a
trafficker and I asked how much is it to fix a red card to white card and I gave little money and I bought the
white card and a ticket and I moved with 120 euros. At that time going from Greece to Sweden would
‘normally’ cost you 5000 euros. (In. 5)

In. 11a’s had a rather exceptional plan. He bought an Algerian fake passport in Istanbul, and then
bought a ticket to Hong Kong and from there he would buy an indirect flight to Algeria. The indirect
flight should have a stop in either France or Italy (because Algerian people can travel easily to these
countries). The idea is not to actually go to Algeria, but to not go back to the plane when in transit
and ask for asylum in France. The flight to Hong Kong was needed to have a stop without raising
suspicion. He was accepted on the flight to Paris, but his brother in law was asked what he had done
in Hong Kong. He answered that he was there for business. However, when they asked for which
company he worked, he couldn’t answer and started panicking. Because they had booked together,
the name of In. 11a was also on the ticket of his brother in law and therefore he was called out of the
plane. The plane personnel claimed that Algerian people were not allowed to travel to France.
However, In. 11a and his brother in law could refute this. The head of customs from Hong Kong
judged they were right and had a lengthy discussion with the personnel of Air France. Then the cabin
personnel declared that the plane had to leave and left without them.16 Despite the lack of a valid
reason (by that time it was still unknown that they had a fake passport) for rejecting them, Air France
refused to refund the tickets. The Hong Kong authorities asked whether they wanted to be allowed in
Hong Kong again, but they denied this and bought a ticket for Istanbul. There, they just told their
stories to the authorities, assuming that this wouldn’t raise any problems: ‘may be they hold you for
10 hours, but then you’re released.’ However, the Turkish official stated that they were Algerians and
thus should go to Algeria. They refused - telling him that their brother had their Syrian passports and
14

I couldn’t get it clear how exactly this happened, see in the annex interview 15 for the original text.
The ones that mentioned one month are both Iranian, the ones that mention six months are all Syrians. This suggests
that this is a certain policy, but I couldn’t trace that back.
15
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In the In. they suggest that the conversation was lengthened on purpose, so that the plane ‘had’ to leave
without them.
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could bring them anytime- and were held in custody for four days. They were not allowed to inform
their families. Therefore, they finally accepted to go back to Hong Kong (just for calling the family!)
and there they sought a way to get their Syrian passports to Hong Kong. Since customs was not
allowed to receive these and they had no address, this proved to be difficult. Finally, they found a
Syrian living in Thailand, married to a woman that worked in Hong Kong. She agreed to receive the
passports and asked 500 dollar for the favour. With their own passport, they bought a ticket to
Istanbul. However, Turkish officials told the Hong Kong authorities that they needed a visa for
Turkey. They could disprove this with their Syrian passports: they had an immigration stamp from
Turkey in it, but no visa. Under pressure from Hong Kong, they accepted this, but they then were
obliged to buy a return ticket. After their arrival, the Turkish officials wanted to send them back to
Hong Kong again, but after a discussion with the head of customs which In. 11b summarized as
follows: The man said he had to go back to Hong Kong, but In. 11a said: “I know the rules, you send
me back to Hong Kong, Hong Kong sends me back to Turkey and ultimately I have to stay in Turkey,
because this is the country where I first arrived. Ultimately, you are going to accept me. But I don’t
have money anymore, so you are going to pay my flight, the food from Turkish Airlines, is good, so
feel free!” After this argument he was free to go and took a boat to Greece.
Once in Greece, he decided to book a flight to Amsterdam, using a fake Greek Identity. This plan
seemed to work, but after he checked in, his trafficker cancelled his flight (in order to gain more
money). When he was boarding and his ticket was scanned again and not accepted. The flight
attendant started to talk Greek to him, because his ID was Greek. He saw no other solution than
admitting that he was a Syrian refugee with fake papers and was rejected on the flight. For his next
attempt, he bought a Spanish ID and booked a ticket to Barcelona. This time however he paid for
guarantee, meaning that he only had to pay after arrival in Spain. This also implied that he could
retry over and over again, getting new papers every time he was caught. In addition, he couldn’t be
cheated like the first time. However, he paid 4000 euro for this, while a ticket and ID only just costs
around 500 euro. His Spanish ID was not a fake one, but was a real ID from a man that looked much
like him, but that was 20 years older. Fortunately, this wasn’t discovered and he was accepted on the
plane to Barcelona. He then took a train to Amsterdam and there he destroyed his Spanish ID and
applied for Asylum with his Syrian passport.
In. 14 travelled via Beirut to Istanbul. In Istanbul he started looking for someone who could get him
into Europe. This took him one month. He gave his passport to the agent, which kept it for one
month and returned it with a Schengen visa in it. This service costed him 14.000 euro, but he could
pay in the Netherlands to a guy which he had to meet over there. The agent was not afraid that he
wouldn’t pay, saying that he would get his money anyway. In. 14 had no idea whether his visa was
real or not and recalls being very afraid when he had to pass customs. However, he didn’t have any
troubles and arrived safely in Amsterdam. There, he went to the guy he had to pay and handed in his
passport (he could keep it, but that would cost him 2000 euro).
In. 15 left Syria after he bought his way out of prison. He went to Jordan and tried to get a flight to
Algeria, since he was planning to get to Europe from Libya. He tried to check in on the flight with real
passports, from other individuals. He did this seven times, but without success. His deal included
guarantee, meaning that he could get a new passport to try it over and over again. One time he tried
it even with the passport of an older lady. After these attempts he was warned and saw no other
solution than renewing his expired passport by a trafficker. This was apparently more expensive than
using passports from other people, which costed him 2000 euro. He didn’t dare to go to the Syrian
consulate in Jordan, because of his problems in the past.
5.3.3 Travelling by truck

In. 1, 7A and 7b travelled by truck. Other In. have travelled by truck during their journey as well, but
these trips didn’t cross more than one international border (if any). In. that travelled in a truck, but
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didn’t cross a border are categorized under ‘private cars’. These In. travelled directly from Turkey and
Greece to the Netherlands.
Travelling by truck seems a rather straightforward way. In. 1 started in Turkey and therefore didn’t
have to undertake the dangerous crossing of the Mediterranean. It took him approximately six days
to arrive in the Netherlands. In. 7a&b started looking for other opportunities when they saw that the
airport was too heavy guarded with police men. Their main reason to go by truck is because the risk
of being caught was lower in comparison to travelling by plane. Because they lacked the funds to go
together at once, In. 11b went first, with their daughter. After four months they had received enough
money from family to pay the trip for In. 11a as well.
All describe harsh circumstances, I couldn’t get it entirely clear, but they have to hide somewhere
between the cargo; are only allowed to go outside the cars on stops in the night and In. 1 describes
he had to remove the battery from his phone for safety reasons. In. 7A and B didn’t recall the exact
costs, but stated that it was quite expensive, In. 1 paid 8000 euro.
5.3.4 Travelling through a combination of walking, public transport and traffickers

Walking
In. 8-10 and 12-15 all travelled to and through Europe through a combination of walking, public
transport and services from human traffickers.
Walking is a cheap but difficult and dangerous way to avoid border controls. Apart from dangerous
confrontations with the authorities, the crossing usually has to take place in distant, often
mountainous areas. Figure 2 shows the main migrant route to Germany after Hungary has closed its
borders. From Greece, migrants have to cross five borders before they reach Austria; those borders
were often crossed by foot.
From Austria on, most borders
were crossed in a car or with
public transport.
A few quotes show how that
the In. perceived the walking as
a troublesome experience:
S: I tried five times to cross the
mountain. Five times, 8-10 hours
walking in snow and weather... (In.
2)
G: But between Iran and Turkey, it
was so cold. We were freezing,
that time, it was so hard. (In. 5)
A: Yes, walking for 17 hours, of
which 9 in the river. Until here.
[Points to chin] (In. 10)

Figure 2: Main Migrant route to Germany. Source: BBC.com, 2015

Especially the borders outside
Europe are difficult to pass.
Several In. describe the harsh circumstances on the Iranian-Turkish border and one Syrian also had
severe problems with getting into Turkey. In. 13 describes how the Iranian police discovered him and
the group he travelled with, and opened fire on them. Together with six others, he decided not to
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give ear to the ‘Freeze!’ command and hide behind a rock, reasoning that he rather took the risk,
than being hit by the Iranian police; held in custody in Iran; and being send back to Afghanistan
afterwards. Although the police didn’t find him, he sprained his ankle, leaving him helpless in the
harsh mountain area. After he paid an additional 200 dollars, a trafficker was willing to further escort
him to the Turkish border along another route. In. 2 recalls being caught by Turkish authorities five
times. Apparently, the Turkish authorities are less a threat than the Iranians’, because he was only
send back to Iran. Like In. 2, In. 1 encountered armed border controls four times. He states that the
authorities won’t arrest him, but ‘just shoot.’ In. 15 was caught in Tunisia when travelling from
Algeria to Libya over land. He was put in prison for twelve days and recalls that he had to pay 100
dollar a day for his food. He even had to go to court but was then released and even got permission
to stay in Tunisia.
Within the European borders, confrontations were slightly less dangerous but still harsh. In. 5
remembers being caught by Macedonian authorities and recalls that they beaten him and took his
bag. Notable are the different experiences that different In. had on the Greek-Macedonian border.
Opposite to the story of In. 15, In. 8,9,12 and 13 report that they simply took the bus to Macedonia.
Syrians, Afghans and Iraqi’s could freely travel in to Macedonia. However, as a consequence of this
policy there is a strict ID control and sometimes the border is closed for several days. Even before the
construction of the Macedonian border barrier, this led to a delay of several days and migrants had
to wait until the borders reopened, often in harsh circumstances.17 In. 10 didn’t take the main route
and tried to travel through Albania; he was caught three times by the Albanian police and sent back
to Greece. He doesn’t mention any rude behaviour from these authorities and states that they only
wrote down his name.
To minimize the risk of being caught, the crossings mostly took place in the night and had to occur in
absolute silence. Usually they had to cover a distance of around 20 km, but always through forests or
mountainous areas.
Public transport
Migrants also made use of public transport, for border crossings as well as for travelling within a
country. Most of the migrants didn’t experience any problems by crossing borders with public
transport. However, In. 15 remembers that many migrants were taken out of the train by the police
on the route Ventimiglia-Nice. Even the man next to him was caught, but they didn’t take the
slightest interest in him, he wasn’t even asked for his ID. He ascribes it to his looks18 and English
proficiency that they didn’t suspect him. The people that were taken out of the train, had to walk
back to Ventimiglia and could try it again. One of the people he travelled with, was caught three
times by the police before he succeeded. Apparently, the police didn’t register the refugees after
they turned out to be so. In. 9a,10 and 11 all have friends or family that were caught in Germany.
This had bigger consequences since they unanimously report that their relatives stayed in Germany
after their ‘arrest’.
It is interesting that being caught in Italy, on the train to France didn’t have consequences, whereas
being caught in Germany meant that the migrants had to stay there. There is no such exception as
there is for Greece for Italy or France. The Italian authorities have the duty to register migrants, as
laid out in European agreements. The fact that a migrant is able to travel three times to France,
suggests that this responsibility is not taken that seriously. Registering a migrant implies taking the
responsibility to take care for him, according to European standards. However, since refugees want
to go the Northern countries anyway, there is little incentive for Italian authorities to actively stop
17

This poignant situation made it to the headlines in August 2015. See for example:
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/inpictures/2015/08/hope-despair-refugees-cross-macedonia-150823081704495.html
18
Grey eyes, brown hair.
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them from trying it. This might explain why it’s relatively easy for irregular migrants to travel through
the EU.

Private cars
Private can either be used to cross an international border or to cover a big distance in a short time.
When border control is loose or absent, for example between Germany and Austria, a car is an easy
way to cross the border. However, when border control is stricter, the risk of being caught is
probably considered too big and walking is then preferred. In. 10 crossed the Hungarian border by in
autumn 2014. This is just before the migrant crisis started and entering Hungary that way is probably
not possible anymore. Private transport is mostly used to travel within a country. Interesting is the
story of In. 5. He explained that his trafficker wanted to test a new way. If he agreed to function as a
test person he only had to pay 120 dollars. The normal route would have costed him 1500 dollars. He
agreed to do so and was transported from Iran to Istanbul. Luckily for him, the test was successful
and he arrived without any interference of authorities.
Traffickers often coordinate on an international level and use cars to bring the migrants to for
example a starting point for a border crossing by foot. Or different cars are used at different sides of
the border (In. 10).
The traffickers often deal with large groups. In. 10 recalls being transported in a cattle truck with
around 75 people. In. 6 travelled through Turkey in a convoy of four cars.
5.4 Taffickers

Traffickers form a main theme that constantly recurs. They provide the migrants with advice, arrange
various forms of transport and arrange fake papers. At the same time, they rob, mislead and cheat
the migrants regularly. This results in an ambiguous relation between migrants and traffickers.
To understand this relation we first have to shortly recall the services the traffickers provide. Many
services (e.g. the provision of fake papers) are dealt with in paragraph 6.3. Another service that was
not dealt with is the service of advice. In. 3 states that the advice of his trafficker was decisive in
making England his destination. Although no other In. mention this explicitly, this is also confirmed
by (Kuschminder et al., 2015). Apart from providing the actual means of transport (e.g. airboats and
cars), several In. suggest that traffickers have a strong international network with which they
cooperate beyond the national borders where they are located themselves. In. 1 is transported to
the Netherlands and picked up just 15 minutes after being dropped somewhere in the countryside.
In. 3 flies from Iran to Amsterdam and is - without further calling or directions from his side- picked
up by another trafficker at Schiphol airport. Other In. often made casual remarks that indicate a chain
of traffickers across countries that closely work together when trafficking irregular migrants. For
arranging fake papers, the traffickers probably need even a stronger network that perhaps extends in
to official government offices.
The combination of their desire to apply for asylum in a European country; the obstacles thrown up
by authorities; and the skills and capabilities of traffickers to bypass these, drive the migrants in to
the hands of traffickers.
The relation between traffickers and migrants is often a forced marriage in which the migrants are
very dependent on the traffickers. In. 3 described this dependence as follows: “It’s like falling down:
you need to get something and it doesn’t matter what, some place of wall or some line. In this
situation you have no choice, you have to trust.” In. 1 described his relation in similar words: Yes, I
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was afraid, but what could I do? I could do nothing, I could do nothing!19 Three factors in particular
make irregular migrants vulnerable and more dependent on their traffickers than ‘customers’ usually
are.
Depending on traffickers
Firstly, the fact that irregular migrants act outside the legal context, makes them very vulnerable.
Although being caught by authorities often doesn’t have severe consequences, it’s not in the
migrant’s help to inform authorities on their business. This makes that traffickers can misuse the
migrants without the risk of this being reported to authorities. Secondly, migrants are strangers in
the countries they travel, making them less flexible in terms of moving and having to deal with for
example a language barrier. At the one hand, their situation in this respect is comparable to for
example backpackers and other tourists. But tourists often enjoy a certain protection because of
their impact on the local economy. Therefore, tourist can also do a call on the authorities once they
are confronted with misuse. Thirdly, the migrants totally rely on the cash based economy. This
implies that they often have large amounts of cash with them, making them attractive targets for
criminals.
This vulnerability is exploited frequently, apart from the extreme tariffs for the services (which I will
take as a given for this purpose) 3 of the 15 In. mention being robbed by a trafficker and one
mentions being robbed indirectly. In. 3 describes how he was picked up in Amsterdam by a trafficker,
lived for one week in his house and then was brought to the Erasmus Bridge, where a boat would
come to pick him up and bring him to England. However, the boat never came and he lost all his
money. Looking back he realized that he already suspected his trafficker:
“When we came to Rotterdam, I realized he took this street and this street, I realized: he wants to confuse me
so that I don’t remember his address. I already knew he is doing a strange way, so that I cannot find his house.
(...) He just told me here is Rotterdam and the week I was with him, he didn’t allow me to go outside.” (In. 3)

In. 7a&b were robbed in a similar way, they paid a trafficker in advance and he didn’t show up on
their meeting place. As described in paragraph 6.3.2, In. 11a was also robbed. Lastly, In. 15 mentions
being robbed by someone who turned out to be his trafficker the next day. Although he recognized
him, he refrained from making trouble: “If I would say something, I would have been dead
immediately.”
A less direct but even more dangerous way of exploiting the migrants’ dependence on them is
delivering poor material and or transporting too many people at the same time, putting them in
humiliating and life threatening circumstances. At sea this has the worst possible consequences, but
it also happens on land (see the story of In. 10 in paragraph 6.3.4).
Depending on migrants
At the other hand, trafficking is a very profitable business and this makes traffickers dependent on
migrants as well and just as in any other business, a good reputation often bypasses the benefits of
one big catch. Although it’s hard to argue that the relationship between trafficker and migrant is
equal, there are various successful attempts to make it less unequal
-
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Pay afterwards
Have a physical place to fall back to
Guarantee
Show agency on the spot

Strong emphasis on audio file.
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As the examples have shown, the robberies didn’t involve outright violence (In. 15 expected violence,
but didn’t actually encounter it). The trick was to let the migrant pay, not delivering or cancelling the
service and then to disappear. As it turns out, this this trick is relatively easy anticipated. In. 6,9,11,
and 14 stated that they paid once they reached their destination. Sometimes this is done through an
independent third party or through a friend. In. 14 paid a companion of his trafficker in the
Netherlands after arrival. As shown in paragraph 6.3.2, guarantee is also an option. Guarantee
means that a migrant only has to pay once he has reached the agreed destination. A third way to
reduce the risk of being robbed is having a physical place to fall back to once something goes wrong.
In. 8 says he went to a small office where he arranged his boat trip to Greece. He had already paid,
but when the boat didn’t arrive, he got his money back. He suggests that the fact that there was a
physical place involved may have helped to be refunded: ‘No office might be no refunding’
immediately relativizing this suggestion: ‘But I also heard of another office, there they didn’t return
money. Although a physical place to fall back to is no assurance to success, it provides at least the
opportunity to make a case and exert some agency.
The best examples of agency exerted by migrants in relation to traffickers are those of In. 8 and 9a.
They both demanded a better boat to cross the Mediterranean.
When looking to the ambiguous relation between trafficker and migrant, a picture emerges of an
asymmetric relation of mutual dependence. Migrants are exploited through high tariffs, minimal
services and cheated when inattentive. However, when they are attentive, prepared and selfconfident; the traffickers appear to be responsive to their objections and the most outright abuses
can be prevented.
5.5 Structure versus agency
5.5.1 ‘the successfulness bias’

The former paragraphs are a testimony of the agency migrants exert to reach their destination.
However, to better understand the interaction between agency and structure, it is also important to
have a closer look to the role of structure in the migration process. When evaluating in how far
structure plays a role in stopping migrants from realizing their aspirations, it should be clear that this
thesis has a ‘successfulness bias’. The Netherlands is a fairly popular destination country and in
addition not necessarily a logic transit country. Migrants may come through the Netherlands when
travelling to Scandinavian countries (See Kuschminder & Siegel, 2016 in their research group, Afghan
UAMs, a majority didn’t plan to travel to the Netherlands) or England (In. 3), but not necessarily. This
implies that most asylum seekers here, had the Netherlands as their actual destination. This bias
hence may underexpose the role of structure as the migrants that failed to reach their destination
are not in the Netherlands. However, in order to minimize the role of that bias, the three In. that
stranded in Greece, were included in the thesis. Structural factors can interfere with the migrants’
aspirations in two ways. First, the most direct way is physical obstruction: migrants are not able to
physically reach the country they aspire to go to. Second, structural factors can also continue to play
a role once the migrant has entered his destination country, but doesn’t get a status.
5.5.2 Physical obstruction

The first thing that becomes clear is that the role of structural factors is bigger for the Iranian
migrants, than for the Syrian and Afghan migrants. This is not surprising and has to do with the fact
that Iranians are less likely to get their asylum application accepted. As already became clear in
paragraph 6.3, on the Greek-Macedonian border people were simply allowed to enter or not to enter
on the basis of their nationality. This situation is a good example of structural factors interfering with
aspirations. The three Iranians really see no way/have difficulties to get out of Greece and are in
various degrees frustrated about that:
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S: Actually, when I left Iran, I would have never expected that I would be trapped in a country like Greece.
Actually, we’re trapped, to be honest. It was not our decision, but we’re trapped. We thought of Scandinavian
countries, may be Germany, may be the Netherlands. Something like that, to be honest, nobody wants to be in
Greece, also the Greek people have problems with the economy with working, things like that. (In. 2)
S: No, actually I thought Greece was the same as Sweden, Norway, Germany, any other country in Europe. I
cannot believe it, actually, how bad it is here. (In. 4)
S: Here, the government has a problem brother, like my country. They don’t care about people, they don’t have
any plan. The government doesn’t have any discipline, really . (In. 6)

In. 6 stated that he has no ambitions to leave Greece for another country. His frustration is about the
long time it takes the Greek government to either reject or accept his case. As he has a Greek
girlfriend he really hopes to get a status, despite the little perspectives the Greek economy offers
refugees and unemployed people in general. In. 2 and 4 are really frustrated and describe the
situation in Greece in strong, negative terms. Apart from the quotes given above, they mention the
deplorable state of government services, especially healthcare. Especially In. 2, as an interpreter,
says he saw kids dying because healthcare services reacted to slow to an emergency. The case of In. 4
is especially bitter because In. 4 had a nice job before his departure, working as a university teacher
for 16 years in Iran and Malaysia respectively.
For the Syrians the main structural factor interfering with their ambition is the Dublin treaty. In. 8-11
all mention friends or relatives that were caught in Germany by the police and thus had to apply for
asylum over there. Once being caught, it seems hard20 to bypass the authorities and applying for
asylum in Germany is the only way. The fingerprint system works effectively and overrules the many
ways traffickers and migrants know to trick authorities through fake papers before they are being
registered in the European system. The only solution is thus avoiding registration. I tried to figure out
what measures migrants take to avoid this and it seems that migrants travel fairly relaxed in most EU
countries, not avoiding public transport in especially Germany and France. It seems that they are
more on guard in countries like Hungary and Austria. Why they can travel so casual is unclear. At the
one hand, within the EU or the Schengen zone there is freedom of movement. In that sense,
migrants shouldn’t be concerned about crossing borders or even be caught at a random check. At the
other hand, since the refugee crisis border patrols and other checks increased in the European
Union. Is the risk of being caught still too low to take additional measures? Or is travelling by public
transport even considered safer than travelling by car? Why don’t the migrants travel more by
arranged cars? Are the costs of private transport too high? Is being caught in Germany not seen as a
real problem? The explanation can probably be found in a combination of these factors.
As shown in paragraph 5.3.2, In. 15 was really afraid to be caught in Belgium, however he didn’t take
any extra measures to avoid being caught and travelled with the TGV from Paris to Amsterdam. The
fact that Germany is a main destination country, may result in a certain stoic attitude towards being
caught in Germany. The Scandinavian countries, the Netherlands and Germany are often mentioned
in one breath and to a certain extend they may perceive these countries as interchangeable. Ending
up in either of these countries is at least better than stranding in Greece, Italy or Hungary. It’s also
likely that the additional costs of travelling safer are not worth the effort. The costs of the journey
are the second big structural factor that may interfere with the migrants’ ambitions.
5.5.3 Legal obstruction

Most In. have dealt with a certain degree of legal/bureaucratic problems. Again Iranians are more
likely to face problems in this category. In. three has faced the most legal problems. In. 3 travelled in
just two days from Tehran to Amsterdam and was then robbed by his trafficker in an attempt to
20

In. 3 tried, but his case will be dealt with later on.
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travel to England. He applied for asylum in the
Price
Netherlands, saw his right to a lawyer fulfilled just Service
Crossing
the
MS
$1,500-4,000
one hour before his case was rejected and was
‘Taxi’
$1,500
send back to Italy. In Italy he got a status and
- Serbia to Budapest
desperately tried to learn Italian. However, - Greece to Serbia
without any resources he couldn’t follow any - Serbia to Vienna
course and was thrown out the AC soon after he
Fake ID + ticket
$200-500
got his status - without any living support or
Fake ID, Ticket & Guarantee
±4,000
something like that. He lived on the streets of
Visa + ticket Amsterdam
$8,000-14,000
Rome for two weeks and met an Iranian couple
In
truck
to
destination ±$8,000
from the USA. They gave him a ticket to the country (+2500km)
Netherlands and in the Netherlands he lived for a Passport fraud (non-Western $1,000-2,000
while among various friends he had met during his nationalities)
first period in the Netherlands. During that period Table 1: price indication trafficker
he searched for work and found it. However, after services. Source: own data
a few days his boss decided that he preferred to
make it official. He could employ In. 3 only if he could prove that no one in the Netherlands could do
the work In. 3 did and if he paid 866 euro. Simply put, he wasn’t allowed to work. He then tried to
apply for asylum in Germany but there they wanted to send him back to Italy again. Just before this
would have happened, he went back to the Netherlands and applied for asylum again. Now, almost
four years further, he still doesn’t know whether he will get asylum or not.
In. 2 and 6 are in Greece and still wait for their asylum application to be accepted. In. 2 thinks it will
take seven months, whereas In. 6 thought he should have got it long ago. With a mixture of
understanding and frustration they await result of their application. In. 2 wants to get his papers for
electrical engineer, since he never got his diploma in Iran because he escaped from military. He
hopes to get a certificate at a Greek University and then wants to travel to a country with better
employment opportunities.
5.5.4 Finances

Their irregular way of travelling comes at a price. I asked most In. for an estimation of the total costs
of their trip and they paid $13933on average.21 If we leave out the lowest and highest outlier the
average is: $10251. If we convert the total amount the families paid to an amount per person, the
average is: $9448. In. 7a&b paid in total 59000 euro.22 They were robbed of 24,000 and paid 35,000
in addition. Regardless the exact amount needed, travelling to the EU is expensive, especially if you
want to travel with an entire family. It’s not hard to imagine that people have difficulties raising the
amount needed. Especially if they have lived in e.g. Syria for a long time, experiencing continuous
increasing price levels and long term unemployment. In. 7A mentions that he saved for 40 months
before he and his family could afford the trip. Despite the fact that his income was probably far
above the modal income, owning both a restaurant and a factory before the war. After being robbed
they were still forced to separate themselves in Greece. In. 7b would travel with their daughter in a
truck to the Netherlands, whereas In. 7A had to wait for four months before he could afford to travel
by truck to the Netherlands as well. He had to wait for support from his family, before he could
continue the journey. In. 14 mentions that he had to borrow $7000 from his older brother in order to
have enough funds to make the trip. In. 15s’ father send him money every now and then in order for
21

Unfortunately, I failed to ask consistently to the currency of the amounts they used. Most likely amounts in Turkey are
given in dollars and the amounts paid within the EU in Euro’s. Given the fact that the Euro and dollar have a comparable
value, the real costs are probably somewhat higher, but not much.
22
During the In. 7a said they were robbed of 24 euro, but then corrected it to 24.000 euro. Later on, I started doubting
whether he indeed meant 24,000 euro and not 2,400. Because that would be a normal amount paid to a trafficker for a
boat trip. This time I asked it through Facebook chat, overcoming the difficulties he might have with de Dutch counting
system. However, he confirmed that it was 24,000 and that he was talking about euros.
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him to complete his journey. In. 1 had to borrow money and sold his house, a measure which is of
course only applicable in the most stable regions in Syria, since houses in cities like Aleppo are hardly
sellable if not destroyed. In. 9 and 14 state that their family wants to travel as well, but that they lack
the funds to realize these aspirations.
Travelling cheaper is possible but comes with a trade-off. When someone wants to travel at lower
costs this often implies facing hardships that especially families consider unacceptable. According to
In. 9b, travelling on a lower budget had clear consequences:
F: There are people that come to here and pay less. They may for example only have 5,000 euro. But they need
to wait for free transport, or they have to walk. They cannot take the car or a bus, like we did. (In. 9b)

The budget traveller among the In. is In. 5; he just paid $2,000, to get from Afghanistan to Sweden.
But he was prepared to take the risks needed to cut costs (see paragraph 6.3.4 – private cars). In
addition his trip took way longer than those of most other migrants: ‘G: Yes, around 2 years I lived in
the park, summer and winter.’ He also was arrested many times:
“G: All the time we got a paper that told us to leave the country within seven days. But every time, when the
paper expired, we went to the prison for seven days and then they gave us a new paper. (...) P: So how many
times you have been in prison then? G: I don’t remember, because it was many times.” (In. 5)

Naturally, single men are more likely to accept these risks than those that travel with their families.
The risks and distresses attached to living in parks and travel for a long time, is something one can
decide to accept for himself but also something that most men would like to save their women and
children from. Apart from this, men that travelled alone but left their family in Syria, have a strong
incentive to not settle in a country with slow or limited family reunion opportunities, whereas single
men can decide to settle in e.g. Greece if they are lucky enough to find work or have other reasons to
stay there.
Although some of these hardships may directly relate to the lower budget In. 5 had to spend. This
doesn’t meant that the others – with their budget – could avoid hardships altogether. Those
hardships may be the third major obstacle in reaching a destination country.
Textbox 2: ‘European looks’
Individual attributes such as intelligence, courage, perseverance and creativity may all play a role in
shifting the balance between agency and structure to the other side. However, apart from these
attributes, someone’s looks can play a dominant role by significantly reducing the amount of
suspicion from authorities a migrant meets. In paragraph 6.3.4 we saw how In. 15 could easily
travel from Italy to France because of his looks. The story of In. 11a confirms this at various
moments in his journey. In. 11a has ‘European looks’: his eyes are greyish and his hair is not black.
Whereas his brother in law had more ‘Arabic looks’ black hair and brown eyes. In paragraph 6.3.2
it’s mentioned that In. 11a already had passed the last check before entering the plane when is
brother in law was stopped and interrogated. In Greece, it was the same again. Both his attempts to
travel with fake papers where successful (in the sense that he passed customs, that is). Apart from
the fact that it easier to find European passports from people that look like him, the Arabic looks
may also increase suspicion in general. As opposed to In. 11a, friends of him undertook 10 to 20
attempts to travel from Greece to other EU countries by plane without success. His brother in law
ultimately decided to travel over land to the Netherlands, but was caught in Germany. This indicates
that people with Arab looks in general have to rely on public transport, cars, boats and walking to
reach their destination. Despite the fact that travelling by plane is much more comfortable and
probably even cheaper, it is probably still not an option for many irregular migrants.
Sources: Interview 11 and 15
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5.5.5 Hardships

Most of the hardships the In. experienced are dealt with in paragraph 6.3 and they can be a reason
for migrants to decide not to go or to even turn back. In. 9a&b stated that they know many people
that turned back because of the hardships they encountered. An example is the brother of In. 9a (In.
11), after they were shipwrecked he and his family decided to return to Syria. He then returned
travelled to the Netherlands alone and applied for family reunion. In. 7A also had a moment that he
wanted to turn back to Aleppo, leading to a conflict with his wife who did not agree. Eventually, they
continued on their journey. The fact that there are migrants that really give up their attempt to travel
to Europe, leads to the question how their expectations met reality. In. 7b says the following on this:
D: No. I knew that it would be difficult, but I thought that that would be for poor people. They pay may be 400
euro and we could pay 4,000 euro and yes, I knew that we wouldn’t travel to have a nice vacation, but that we
just had to, but I still had expected that we could have travelled more comfortable because of our resources.
(In. 7b)

In. 9a&b have similar experiences, they knew that the journey would be difficult from friends that
had made the trip as well, but the hardships they experienced still surpassed their expectations. This
also counts for In. 10, but as opposed to In. 7A, returning to Syria never crossed his mind.
I also asked four In. whether they would recommend relatives to also make the trip or not. They
unanimously stated a clear ‘no!’. The dangers and difficulties are perceived too difficult to really
recommend someone. In. 5 states that making a trip is only possible when you’re single and not
when you’re travelling with your entire family. Only In. 6 leaves the door ajar. Stating that over time,
he may be able to send an invitation to his brother – who has aspirations to travel to the EU –
allowing his brother to make use of the legal way. This is in line with the hypotheses based on other
studies. In his study among West-African migrants, Schapendonk found many migrants that said they
would not have undertaken the journey if they had known of forehand what it would take to get to
Europe (2012).
5.5.6 The role of agency and resourcefulness

This remarkable story of In. 11a (paragraph 6.3.2) shows that assertiveness and resourcefulness not
necessarily guarantee a cheaper or more comfortable journey. Of the 38 quotes that I coded with
‘Agency’ 14 are attached to In. 11. Despite this agency In. 11a was in many ways less in control of the
events that happened during his journey than the other informants. May his assertive attitude have
irritated the officials (e.g. the one that wanted to send him to Algeria) he met? Or does it work the
other way round? Are other migrants in their precarious situation generating compassion; which he
didn’t because he didn’t seem to be in a precarious situation? Or was it just bad luck? May be the
problems during his journey forced him to be assertive and did the other In. just not need so much
agency as he did. It’s not possible to draw such conclusions on the basis of just one example, but it
can at least be concluded that agency and resources form no guarantee for a successful journey. This
suggests that the influence a migrant can exert on the course of his journey by resources, preparing
and assertiveness is limited. Another example that points in this direction is the story of In. 7a&b.
Their huge budget was gone after they were robbed and ultimately a lack of resources had a bigger
impact on their journey, than on any of the other In.. In fact, having a lot of money is very likely to tilt
the balance towards ‘the one big catch’ and away from ‘being a trustworthy trafficker and thus
attract more migrants’ from the traffickers perspective.
At the other hand, In. 14 used his $14,000,- very well and was therefore able to travel like a ‘normal’
traveller, only against higher costs. It is difficult to decide whether these differences are just a matter
of luck and bad luck or whether they should be attributed to a better judgment of In. 14 as compared
to In. 7a and 11a.
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5.6 Conclusion

The journey of irregular migrants to their destination country is a constant interplay between agency
and structure. The barriers thrown up by authorities mostly make their trip more difficult and
dangerous. Either because of direct confrontations or through the dangerous avoiding mechanisms
the irregular migrants have to fall back on. Irregular migrants either try to trick authorities with fake
papers and enter the EU through the airspace, or try to avoid getting the attention of the authorities
while travelling over land to their destination country. Migrants meet regularly with authorities that
are sometimes an outright danger, sometimes their saviours and sometimes the end of their journey.
Traffickers are the single most important facilitators in realizing their aspirations and arrange many
kinds of extra-legal services for the irregular migrants. Despite the wide array of services they deliver
to the migrants, the traffickers are often identified as criminals and many In. state that they simply
had no choice than to work with a trafficker.
Another side effect of the irregular nature of their journey is the high tariff of it. The costs of their
trips easily surpass the costs of what a journey from say Istanbul to Amsterdam normally would cost.
A Syrian family should not expect to get to a Western European country for less than $10,000.
Despite the dangers and the high costs they are ready to face, migrants sometimes still fail to reach
their final destination. For migrants that come from countries that are considered to be unsafe by
European policies, Germany is the most common country to strand, whereas for Iranians it is already
difficult to get out of Greece. As a consequence of the dangers/hardships, migrants say that they
discommend relatives to undertake the journey they took. The high costs attached are likely to stop
migrants from undertaking the journey, even if they consider the hardships related to the journey as
manageable. At the same time, the urge to leave a war-torn country or a country where one is
declared an enemy of the state, is likely to outweigh the hardships of a journey to Europe. On top of
that, migrants often underestimate the hardships of the journey. Although migration policies do
probably limit the stream of migrants that leave their country, the agency and ingenuity of migrants
and their traffickers will continue to challenge efforts from authorities to stop them from travelling
to Europe.
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6. Evaluation
6.1 Introduction

This chapter will look how the In. reflect upon the process of migration. Once a migrant has arrived,
he/she rolls into a new process. The process of settling in a strange country. The In. were still in the
process of settling and adapting in the new country. Some (especially the Iranians) were still not sure
whether they should try to settle or aspire for reaching other countries. This chapter will first look to
the settling process of the migrants and after that look to the reflections from the migrants upon
their decision to migrate (to a European country). Finally, a conclusion will be drawn.
6.2 Settling

Again, the Iranian In. form a different group. Three of them did not manage to get out of Greece,
whereas the fourth (In. 3), still doesn’t have a status after four years of roaming through Europe. In. 2
describes how he first lived for two weeks in Idomeni camp:
S: Then, for two weeks I was in Idomeni with my wife, a very bad situation. It was like a disaster. It was very cold and
everybody lived in tents, big tents, in these big tents, we had to make a small tent for ourselves. It was very cold and
we had no sleep for three days. The food was three times more expensive as in other places. (In. 2)

After that, he lived for about a year in Elleniko Camp. He then applied for asylum and got permission
to work as an interpreter for NGOs he mainly translates for Afghani’s that speak Dari but no English.
He is now able to rent a house for him and his wife and is still working as an interpreter. His asylum
application was accepted and he is now allowed to travel to other European countries etc. However,
he is an electrical engineer and he aspires to ultimately find work in that branch. He realizes that his
chances are slim in Greece and therefore aims to go to Germany one day. He states that it is
important for him to be part of the society he lives in and to be useful for that society. At the one
hand, he is happy that he has a job and that he functions in the Greek society, at the other hand he
considers the current situation to be temporal: “S: Nowadays, I can be part of society in Greece,
because I am working and I have my colleagues and my Greek friends, but after that I, this is just
temporary.” His answers about his plans were a bit ambiguous. He says that if the Greek society can
accept him, he sees no reason to leave Greece. At the same time he is concerned about the general
situation in Greece and makes plans to move to Germany. Because he didn’t finish his period in the
army in Iran, he didn’t get his certificate for electrical engineer; he has to do some courses to prove
this. His plan is to do this in Greece and then, with his certificate, to move to Germany.
As opposed to In. 2, In. 4 is sure that staying in Greece is not an option for him. He has 14 years of
experience as a teacher at University and sees no opportunities to get work in his profession in
Greece. They lived for five months in Elleniko camp and worked for NGOs. After five months an
Iranian church gave them a room in a house which they had to share with two other families. His son
is now translator for IOM and the family is able to rent an apartment in Athens. He expects that it will
take him seven months to get an ID, which then enables him to travel to Germany.
Although In. 6 his first plan was to travel to Germany, he now hopes to stay in Greece. He is still
waiting for his asylum application to be accepted. He is happy to stay in Greece because he
integrated in a local church and has a relationship with a Greek girl. Despite this, his economic
situation is still bad he rents a house with two of his friends for 210 euro a month. They receive 80
euro support from the government, leaving them with 10 euro’s for sustenance. Since this is not
enough he tries to close the gap with occasional translation services.
In. 3 is the only Iranian that managed to get to the Netherlands, however although he arrived in the
Netherlands for the first time in 2013, his asylum application is still not accepted and it remains to be
seen whether his pending application will be accepted. When he was Interviewed, he was still
waiting for the Dutch government to judge his case. His application was rejected when he first
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arrived in the Netherlands in 2013 and went back to Italy. After that, he came back to the
Netherlands again and he is now again applying for asylum, despite the facts that his country of entry
was Italy; Iran is earmarked as a safe country; and he applied for asylum in the Netherlands before,
his case is not officially rejected yet. He stays in the asylum centre of ‘s Gravendeel and carries out a
few volunteer tasks. However, he is desperate to make himself useful again and to build up a life and
regrets that he has no opportunities to do so. Most of the people he has met have got a status and
are building up their live in the Netherlands and he has a sense of lagging behind.
It can be concluded that for the Iranian In. settling for a more or less permanent period is not an
option. Their fates still depend too much on the decisions of the governments in the countries they
reside.
The Syrian and Afghan In. have had their asylum applications accepted and are all in the midst of
settling in their host countries. The married men that came alone all have managed to reunite with
their families and, as the Interviews (see appendices) show, most can express themselves in Dutch.23
Most of them reside in a nice apartment and are eager to learn Dutch. Apart from the legal barriers,
the language is still a barrier to fully function in the Dutch society. In. 15 is a bit disappointed in the
pace of his integration. He had expected that he could start working quite soon, but he has been in
the Netherlands for 2.5 years and is still not allowed and able to work. In a telephone call after the
initial In. he stated that he will start with bookkeeping in September 2017. He is higher educated and
that’s exactly the problem. The Dutch system generally doesn’t accept certificates from the main
refugee supplying countries. In 2016 a joint pilot of Randstad and COA already pointed out that
higher educated migrants have more difficulties in finding a job than lower educated migrants
(Randstad, 2016).
6.3 Evaluation

In terms of evaluation two different main attitudes can be distinguished. First, there are migrants
that are not comfortable in their host country, but state that anything is better than living under a
constant threat and thus do not regret their decision to leave their country. Second, there are people
that are comfortable in the host country and thus are still firm behind their choice to migrate.
Theoretically there is also a third group, migrants that are not comfortable and indeed do want to
return their host country. However, there were no representatives of this group in my research. The
Iranians, all belong to the first group. They are sad about their situation and expected a better life in
Greece or the Netherlands than they have now. Despite this, they appreciate the safety they enjoy
now and in that sense have no place to go back to. The personal security matters they have in their
country of origin may mean a more effective threat than the ineffective dangers attached to the
Syrian civil war. Being an enemy of the state in a country where the regime is strong in its place, is
probably quite problematic. Most of the Syrian In. mention no specific animosity against them as a
reason to flee, but a general sense of danger as the frontlines moved on. Once a man was supposed
to be enrolled in the army, the threat became more real, but the In. in this thesis all left the country
before that. In. 15 (Syrian) also states that he is not happy and regrets that he had to leave
everything behind. In. 5 evaluates his move to migrate most positively:
P: Do you like Sweden or...? G: Yes, it’s the best country for me. (...) P: and now, do you plan to stay in Sweden?
G: Yes, I have everything here now, I am working. (...) P: and do you have family or something? G: Yes, I have a
girlfriend here. She is from Afghanistan but she grew up here. (...) P: So there is no family around you, apart
from your girlfriend? G: Yes, I live with a Swedish family. Yes, they help me. They are like my mother and my
father. P: Ok, that’s nice. G: Yes, I am a lucky guy. (In. 5)

23

Only the Interviews with Informants 8 and 13 suffered were by times really difficult to carry out in Dutch and they also
didn’t speak English.
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When evaluating their current situation, In. 10, 11b, 12 and 14 mention the pleasant context they live
in. In. 10 appreciates the contact he has with Dutch people and the short time it took to reunite with
his family. In. 11b states that the people are just like herself, having the same habits and that it’s not
difficult to adapt. In. 12 states that Malden is a good place to live with a family as opposed to
Amsterdam which is good for people when they are alone. In. 14 appreciates that he got a
comfortable house so soon after his arrival. At the same time, he thinks that Dutch people are too
much like robots, as opposed to Syrians that live too much on emotions. He states that there should
be more of a balance and he gives the examiner of his 2nd driving exam as an example: ‘He said that I
made no mistakes, but that I was too nervous. I said that it was because of the fact that it was an
exam and normally I am not nervous!’
6.4 Conclusion

Most of the migrants are still in the process of settling, learning the language, finding a permanent
place to stay and may be looking for work. They show a certain eagerness to become a fully
functioning part of the society they live in. The Iranian In. have more difficulties with settling,
because they either lack a status or have a status in Greece, where the economic circumstances are
challenging, even for the Greeks themselves. The informants evaluate their migration positively, even
if they still face a number of challenges. Their prime objective was to be safe and that mission is
accomplished by all of the informants. In that sense it is remarkable that they would others
recommend to stay in the country of origin (as we have seen in paragraph 6.5).
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7. Conclusion
Most migrants had the Netherlands as a destination from the beginning of their journey. This choice
was predominantly based on information of relatives that migrated before them. In general, the In.
made little use of third sources and almost exclusively rely on their own network for information.
This is important to realize when understanding the decision making process of migrants. It is
important because e.g. EU funded information campaigns on the risk attached to crossing the
Mediterranean may have little effect. The Netherlands was seen as attractive because it has the
reputation that there is no/little discrimination. We’ve seen that the definition of ‘no discrimination’
was a bit problematic and probably includes the willingness and ability of Dutch people and
companies to communicate in Dutch. At the other hand there are indications that it’s broader than
this. In. also mentioned easy contact and open attitudes of Dutch people as a pre. Although the
Scandinavian countries were attributed the same qualities in this regard, they were deemed more
difficult to reach and having a problematic climate. A few other migrants made a clear choice during
their journey; they didn’t see the opportunity or the need to do this before they left. Turkey was the
most common country to decide on a final destination and a strategy to reach it. This is where
migrants have to decide whether they are going to try to reach Europe over land or through the air.
Istanbul and the coastal cities turn out to be information hubs for the migrants, where they meet
their traffickers and where they get information on different destination countries. One In. travelled
to Paris and gained information from his friends that have been living there for most of their lives.
They told him about Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands and Suisse and recommended him to go to
the Netherlands. One In. never chose a country, but just booked the cheapest ticket and one migrant
never really decided which country he wanted to go to. He just stepped out of the train in the
Netherlands.
We’ve seen that the irregular nature of the journey shapes it from the beginning to the end. For the
Syrians it was relatively easy to get to Lebanon, but for some Iranians and Afghans the time in their
own country was the most dangerous time. Many In. had to illegally cross borders by foot on
different points of their journey. These illegal border crossings brought them to distant places and
often were accompanied by extreme weather circumstances. At the same time, they had to avoid
any contact with the authorities. The threat these authorities posed to the migrants, differed from
country to country. At the same border e.g. the Turkish authorities may be relatively friendly,
whereas the Iranians are to be feared. After these dangerous border crossings over land, the
Mediterranean is the next obstacle. No matter how migrants decided to pass this obstacle, the
passing always required a high amount of money. Migrants could choose between a boat to Greece
or Italy; travelling as ‘cargo’ in a truck; or checking in on a flight with fake papers. Once in the EU,
there are two main problems. For Iranians it is difficult to get out of Greece, because the chance that
their asylum application in other countries will be accepted is small. Therefore, they are not allowed
in to Macedonia. For the other nationalities the Dublin treaty is the main obstacle. Because the
migrants travelled all during the time that Greece was excluded from the Dublin treaty, this obstacle
became only relevant when the migrants reached other EU nations. We’ve seen that being caught
between Italy and France didn’t result in a registration and hence had no consequences. However,
the In. did report that being caught in Germany was for several relatives problematic in the sense
that they wanted to travel to the Netherlands, but were forced to apply for asylum in Germany. In
short, the irregular nature of the journey forces migrants to accepts hardships, life threatening
situations, humiliating circumstances, liaising with criminals and high costs. That these life
threatening situations are real, is shown by e.g. the official statistics of UNHCR (2016b) that show
that the chance of dying at sea has been as high as 1 to 47. A few In. have faced dead closely. They
were shipwrecked themselves or saw other migrants drown. Other migrants managed to reach land,
but this turned out to be an uninhabited island. Once these obstacles are accepted and taken,
journeys went relatively smooth for some migrants. One migrant travelled in ten days, most of the
others between a few weeks to maximum two months (apart from those that never managed to
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leave Greece). In rare occasions, bad luck or other problems may drastically chance the course of a
journey. As we saw with the migrant that travelled two times up and down between Istanbul and
Hong Kong and ultimately had to travel with a leaky rubber boat, just like the other In.. The migrants
that have arrived in the Netherlands defied the obstacles that authorities had thrown up for them.
Those that didn’t have enough resources themselves, borrowed from family or saved their money for
years. Those that didn’t even have the possibility to wait such a long time, survived in the streets for
several years or were inventive in travelling cheap. He whose application is not accepted tries it over
and over again. The migrants show a persistence, which in many cases will pay out eventually. Even
those that were still in Greece when being Interviewed had not given up yet. They try to get their
certificates validated according to European norms. They continue to look for ways that enable them
to travel to other European ways. They reapply as asylum seekers and in the meantime, they survive
on their small well-fare benefit and the occasional income from their informal job. This enables them
to live a life acceptable living. Despite this persistence, there are indications that some people will
not be able to undertake the journey, because they lack the financial means; because they consider
the risks attached too big; or because they don’t want to leave their family behind and don’t want to
be separated from them for an indefinite period of time. They might be forced to stay in Syria, or live
in a refugee camp somewhere in the region.
After a tough and difficult journey and having invested a significant amount of their assets, the In.
have arrived in either their destination country or Greece. The common denominator is that they feel
safe. However, those that stranded in Greece still seek for opportunities to get to Germany or the
Netherlands. They see little opportunities for making a living in a society with such high
unemployment rates. The others devote their energy to mastering the Dutch language and
integrating in Dutch society. Some regret the fact that they are not able/allowed to work yet, but in
general they evaluate the decision to migrate positively.
In answering the main question, it should be clear that this thesis and the data upon which is based,
answer the question from a certain perspective: the perspective of the successful migrant. Since the
data collection took place in the Netherlands (a destination country), the migrants that have arrived
here are relatively successful: they reached the destination they had in mind. This doesn’t invalidate
this thesis. Thesis has just looked to the question from one perspective, other perspectives are
needed to further understand the interplay between structure and agency and their respective roles.
One can think of the perspective of the (displaced) individual that wants to migrate, but lacks the
resources. Or the perspective of the (displaced) individual that considers the risks attached to
migrating simply too high. However, despite the limitations of the perspective of the successful
migrant, it can also be argued that it has an advantage over the other perspectives. The successful
migrant has met less successful migrants, or even travelled with them. At a certain point he himself
may have been close to being unsuccessful. He has been through all the stages that make a status
holder from a refugee. The latent migrants that are still in their home country or in a refugee camp
somewhere in the region lack this experience and are in a sense less able to take on the other
perspectives.
Having made clear the perspective of this thesis, conclusions can be drawn. The structural obstacles
mainly make the journey more difficult, dangerous and expensive than it otherwise could have been.
These difficulties however, do not manage to break the will of the migrants and they continue to
hunt their aspirations. Major setbacks and detours may result in a different strategy to pursue their
goals but are unlikely to change the minds of the migrants. Although the migrants have to overcome
serious obstacles, such as the Mediterranean, these obstacles are unlikely to change their final
destination. Rather, unexpected and unwelcome events prolong the journey or may lead to a
separation of travel buddies or even family. For Syrians and Afghans, Germany seems to be the
exception. There is a relatively big chance of being caught in Germany, and once that happens, they
are registered and their chances to apply for asylum in other countries diminish. For Iranians, their
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nationality not only diminishes their chances of being accepted as an asylum seeker in their
destination country, but it also seriously affects their ability to travel to them.
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8. Discussion
The selection of migrants was a more problematic process than thought on fore hand. After six
weeks of calling, mailing and visiting many organisations that worked with refugees, I only managed
to arrange two interviews. Out of one of these interviews I arranged another Interview, with the
brother of one of the Informants. My other strategy to In. some of the migrants that attended an
international church, only led to one other interview. I also tried to invest in private relationships and
thus manage to arrange some Interviews through this way, but I didn’t feel comfortable with the
artificial nature of this method and this took longer than acceptable for me. The main reason for me
to rely on personal relationships is because I assumed trust to be a vital part in the data collection
process. Since the migrants are involved in illegal activities, they might be hesitant to openly tell
about this, as long as they just know you for a short period. I think this option would have been
easier if I had been active in some kind of volunteer activities related to refugees in the Netherlands.
However, the issue of ‘trust’ still needed to be solved. When contacting the organizations, I
discovered two problems. The first problem was that there is no real incentive for them to help me.
An organization like Vluchtelingenwerk experiences a lot of pressure, considering the numbers of
refugees (mostly arrived in 2015), that now are granted a status and need assistance in the
integration process. Since I had little to offer, I depended purely on their benevolence to be helped.
Despite the lack of incentives they had, some organizations were still quiet willingly to help me, but
of course they can’t force status holders to help me with my research. That was the second problem,
even if I convinced the organizations of cooperating; the migrants felt little incentives to be
Interviewed on their journey by someone they hardly know. I figured that I needed people that had a
more personal relationship with status holders: In general people are happy when they can help
someone who has helped them a lot. I knew various people that worked with migrants and I started
to ask them if they knew status holders that were willing to be Interviewed by me. This proved to be
a fruitful method and the first person I asked was able to arrange five Interviews for me. I then
continued with this method and sometimes the people I asked were not even my own friends but
friends of friends that asked the migrants they worked with whether they were willing to be
Interviewed by me. For the 15 Interviews I carried out, I made use of seven gatekeepers out of my
personal network. The amount of gatekeepers made that the influence of a ‘gatekeepers bias’
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995) was ruled out. None of my gatekeepers had enough influence on the
sampling method to introduce a certain bias. Another advantage of this method was that I got the
impression that the migrants were really open to me. Apparently they trusted my gatekeepers and
the fact that I got into touch with them via those persons, was enough for them to be open to me. It
is difficult to judge whether someone is open or not and I mainly base this on the facts they told me.
Some of these things, I probably wouldn’t tell to someone I don’t trust.
As briefly mentioned before, the language barrier was limited during most Interviews, I was surprised
by the way most Informants mastered Dutch. Only in two cases, the language barrier limited the
course of the In. significantly. Some of my questions were not well understood by the In.. However, I
made use of Google Translate to overcome this problem. This meant that my questions were
understood, but it still limited the In. in answering the questions. The answers were often more
complicated and more than one sentence and thus more difficult to translate with Google Translate.
With two Afghans, four Iranians and eight Syrians my group of Informants is quite diverse. This has
both advantages and disadvantages. When I got the opportunity to Interview Iranians (of which some
in Greece), I saw this not as a problem, but mainly as an opportunity. I didn’t see it as a problem,
because the focus on my thesis is on the interplay between agency and structure on the way to
Europe. I considered the impact of structure on the course of the migrants’ journey to be similar
among migrants from different nationalities. I thought that the nationality would start to play a role
once the migrants’ asylum application process starts. Until that time a migrant is under the radar
anyway and thus their nationality isn’t revealed to the relevant authorities. However, this isn’t the
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case. Already on the Greek-Macedonian border, people were accepted/refused on the basis of their
nationality.24 The Macedonian policy is probably based on the assumption that
Syrians/Eritreans/Afghans are accepted in EU countries and thus will be able to travel further. This
reasoning probably starts in the first non-EU countries (from the Dutch/German/Scandinavian
perspective) and leads to a chain reaction to Macedonia. During the period that my Informants
travelled, the consequences of their nationality became clear on the Greek-Macedonian border and
not in e.g. the Netherlands. The drawback of the different experiences caused by the different
nationalities is that the coverage of either story is a limited. Because of the policies there is an
Afghan/Syrian story (those that are likely to be accepted in the actual destination countries, and thus
face little resistance of other authorities as well) and an Iranian story (those that are unlikely to be
accepted in the actual destination countries and thus face more resistance from other authorities as
well). If I had realized this on fore hand, I might have chosen to limit the focus to just one nationality,
to have that story covered better. At the other hand, the fact that the nationality already has impact
on the journey of the migrants is an interesting finding in its own right, which I hadn’t discovered if I
just had depended on Syrian Informants. The fact that say Albanians are less likely to get their asylum
application accepted is widely known. But little is known when and how the nationality of migrants
starts to play a role in their confrontations with the various authorities they meet on their journey.
Further research can further explore the relationship between nationality and structural obstacles.
During the data collection I discovered new interesting topics. An example is the topic of ‘no
discrimination’ as described in paragraph 5.3. It took me a few Interviews to discover the significance
of this. Then it took me a few Interviews to discover the actual meaning of it. I then had only a few
Interviews left to double check the definition as given by one of the Informants. I could have visited
the In. again to check such notions with them or to continue the quest for new In.. However, given
the time and scope of this thesis, I have been hesitant to do so. For another visit the amount of
topics that I wanted to discuss was too limited. Although a few of my In. lived in Ede, I also had In. in
Malden, Amsterdam and ‘s Gravendeel. With some In. I called after the Interviews to get some more
information and with others I chat a bit on Facebook. However, several Informants stated that they
didn’t like to talk about sensitive issues on the phone (or with interference of any other device).
Although I was willing to carry out a few more Interviews, this was difficult as well. As mentioned
before, I had seven gatekeepers within my own network that provided my In.. They all stated that
they didn’t know other migrants that fit the criteria I gave them. Eventually I ran out of gatekeepers
within my own network and it became more difficult for me to find new In..
When writing the proposal for this thesis I decided to focus on irregular migration: migrants that
travelled over land to the EU and the Netherlands. I considered the interplay between agency and
structure to be the most intense for this particular way of travelling. Migrants that come by plane I
associated with people that travel to Jordan/Lebanon, rent an apartment and – with their incredible
resources – are able to meet the tough criteria visa for a European country or the USA through the
formal way. During my time in Iraq, I met many wealthy families that managed to meet their
aspirations in such a way. However, the stories of In. 3, 11 and 14 show that this assumption was
wrong. Personally, I found the interplay between structure and agency in the story of In. 11a very
interesting. Further research to migrants that make use of fake papers etc., may be relevant. It can
be interesting to identify to what extend such practices are in use and what strategies are used by
migrants to avoid being caught. Apart from the fake papers, the transit strategy as described may be
a topic itself for further research. How common is it used and how effective is it?
As mentioned in the conclusion and in paragraph 6.5.1, this thesis is limited by a ‘successfulness
bias’. Migrants that have arrived in the Netherlands are all examples of cases in which agency
24

Iranians can still cross the border, but they have to do it illegally, like Syrians and Afghans have to do at other borders as
well.
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ultimately won over structure. They all have arrived in a relatively popular destination country.
Migration studies where the data collection is carried out in the countries of origin of this thesis
(Syria, Iran and Afghanistan) are still rare. Schapendonk (2012) did research in West-Africa and
followed migrants for a longer period of time. Some returned, some went further than they had
planned to. Similar studies to refugees from the Middle East could be interesting. Dimitriadie (2014)
did research in Greece, but thus focused on stranded migrants. Many studies deal with the refugee
populations in Lebanon and Jordan, but these tend to focus on the circumstances over there (Archilli,
2015; Kattaa, 2017; Mason, 2011; Refaat, 2013). More importantly, the refugees over there already
have shown that that they were ready to leave their home country and have shown some agency by
leaving it. To get for example a clear image of the role of EU policies (and structural obstacles in
general), research in the home countries is essential. The number of Syrian IDPs (6.5 million25) still
outnumbers the number of Syrian refugees (5 million26). Even a country like Iraq hosts 3 million
IDPs.27 Why are these people still in their home countries? Is this a deliberate choice? Do they hope
for a quick return to their original cities? In Iraq there are clear indicators that the places where
people flew from may soon be safe, or at least inhabitable again. But for Syria this is not the case. To
what extend are e.g. Yezidi’s in Kurdish IDP camps aware of the hardships, dangers and costs
attached to the journey to the EU? And to what extend informs this awareness them in deciding to
stay or to go? When I was in Iraq, a camp manager told me that there was on average one family a
week that decided to travel to Europe. But why do the others stay? What makes that one family is
leaving and the other not? Especially for evaluating the effectiveness of migration policies such
research is essential.28 Especially research in a country like Syria is less attractive for academics than
a nice Mediterranean country like Lebanon, Greece or even their own home country. Even those
academics that are prepared to take the attached risks for the sake of science, are likely to meet a
considerable amount of structural obstacles themselves.

25

http://www.unhcr.org/sy/29-internally-displaced-people.html
http://data.unhcr.org/syrianrefugees/regional.php
27 https://data2.unhcr.org/en/country/irq
28
I noticed that various studies that evaluated the effectiveness of EU policies, were carried out in the EU among migrants
in the EU. When such studies claim to be able to say something about the effectiveness of EU policies, they should mention
their methodological flaw: It’s like going to supermarket A and ask whether the higher prices in supermarket A, made them
decide to go to supermarket B. The answer will always be no, otherwise they would have been in supermarket B and the
researcher thus wouldn’t meet them in supermarket A. Although this may seem common sense, I was surprised to find a
study (Hagen-Zanker, 2016) that claimed that migration policies were ineffective, because nobody of their Informants (in
the EU) considered the EU policies as a reason to not migrate.
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Appendix
Appendix I: Interview Logbook

Date of
Interview? interview

types of contact
WA, SMS, Call,
17-Jan RL

Next step?

1 yes

2-Feb

2 yes
3 yes

8-Feb
9-Feb

4 yes

14-Feb

Yes

15-Feb

13-Feb WA, Call, RL

5 Yes
6 Yes

28-Feb
28-Feb

13-Feb WA, SMS
15-Feb WA

Yes
7 Yes

8-Mar
15-Mar

2-Mar FB
12-Feb WA, RL

8 Yes

17-Mar

WA, Call, RL

Cycle completed!

9 Yes

18-Mar

WA, Call, RL

Cycle completed!

10 Yes

22-Mar

20-Mar WA, Call, RL

Cycle completed!

11 Yes

29-Mar

21-Mar WA, Call, RL

Cycle completed!

12
13
14
15

1-Apr
4-Apr
12-Apr
14-Apr

29-Mar WA, Call, RL
WA, Call, RL
WA, Call, RL

Cycle completed!
Cycle completed!
Cycle completed!

A

B

date of first
contact

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

7-Feb WA, WA-Call
2-Mar WA, Call, RL
WA, SMS, WA7-Feb call
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Cycle completed!
addtional
questions
Cycle completed!
Cycle completed!
Unusable
interview
addtional
questions
Cycle completed!
Interview of little
use
Cycle completed!

